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More Selections
in the "Animals"
Assignment

)me truly delightful stereos
d h a v e been arriving in response
to our "Animals" assignment,
making the selection of those for
publicition a difficult but pleasurable task. More will appear in the
next issue from among those
which arrived before the September 15, 1992 deadline.

Current Assignment:
"Close-upff
By this we mean any stereograph taken at a proximity requiring a lens separation of less than
the standard 2.5 inches. This could
include anything from a table-top
view made using a shift bar and a
separation of 2 inches to a peek
into a tiny flower using a 2mm
shift. Nimslos with supplementary
lenses or Macro Realist cameras are
of course good here for images of

"King Vultures, Bronx ZOO"by Ted Papoulas of Brooklyn, NY was taken with a Realist 3.5 in
July, 1991.

live subjects. Microscopic stereos
qualify here also, whether made
with optical stereo microscopes,
electron microscopes, of the latest

"Hi! Wanna Play?" is by E. Jack Swarthout of Paris, ZL, who was tossed a soccer ball by
this dolphin at Marheland, Florida in May, 1988. They played catch for about five minutes, and jack shot this parting portrait with his Teco-Nimslo.
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scanning-tunneling systems.Winning views will be chosen on the
basis of both technical quality and
the extent to which the nature of
the subject is uniquely revealed
through close-up 3-D imaging.
for YC1ose-up"is March
15, 1993. (See complete rules on page 21)
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On location with a 70mm 3-0movie rig at
Iceland's VatnajokullGlacier, First Camera
Assistant Peny Hoffman prepares to shoot
an ice age sequence for the recently released
film Shooting Star. This is just one of many
spectacular scenes in the new production,
which combines them with a dramatic and
infirmative story. Made for Ontario's Science
North museum, the film includes 3-0laser
projection. Don Mamen's feature on New
Natural History Films With Drama And
Depth covers this film as well as the new
European production 3-D Safari.
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COMMENTS
AND
OBSERVATIONS
by John Dennis

ur color issues have tended,
0
P ~ by Y
design and P ~ by Y
chance, to alternate between an
emphasis on vintage material and
a concentration on contemporary
topics. Following the features on
tinted tissues and early lithographed stereos in the previous
color issue, this one turns to look
at current developments in 3-D
film and multi-media productions,
as well as high-speed flash stereos
which turn out to be possible on a
surprisingly low-tech budget.
For all their limitations, anaglyphs remain the easiest and
cheapest way to publish large
stereos for viewing by a mass audience. The feature on the work of
Dreyer & Wendt in Germany fills
in part of the still poorly documented history of anaglyphic
printing. While the examples
reproduced in the article fall far
short of the best work being done
in this format today, they represent some of the better anaglyphic
efforts of their time and helped
lead to filters and inks that now
make some anaglyphs competitive
with vectographs for ghost-free
clarity and brightness.
Could the world's most valuable
collectible camera be a stereo camera? We're talking about the "low
six figures" here, and the answer,
which can be found in the "Leica
3-D Gold" article, could depend on
how you define things. Regardless
of any potential price that would
earn mention on network news,
the camera in question is a thing
of beauty rare enough to overcome
the extravagance involved. Hidden
in a coolde tln for many years, it
only seemed right to share it, at
least in print, with those who can
most appreciate it.

Next Retinal Reality Ray?
RedtEtEorw of those awkward
&&bg VktuaI Reality helmets
BJcommQnaS
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reveals that work is under way to
refhe a low-energy laser beam
device which scans images directly
onto the retina without the need
for any screen or lenses. The virtual retinal display (VRD) could
replace both ordinary Tv and the
VR helmet with a tiny laser profector/scanner in front of the eye or
mounted in the earpiece of a pair
of eyeglasses so that the beam
could reflect off the inner surface
of the lens. Stereoscopic imaging
would be easy, as each eye would
have its own scanner.
Safety isn't a concern, as the
laser involved puts out less than a
ten-millionth of a watt. The d
safety issue could arise when people start walking into streets while
their entire field of vision is devoted to a 3-D rock video! Actually,
the images could be adjusted to
degrees of transparency or area
within the field of vision desired,
for viewing tapes, interactive computer graphics, remote camera
images, or transmitted TV programs. It's the sort of technology
that could someday make flat
images as much of an exception as
stereo images are today, and it's
both exdting and scary.

The NS-What?
he non-profit National
T
Stereoscopic Association was
founded in 1974 to promote the
study and preservation of the
stereoscopic images and equipment of the past and to encourage the growth of all aspects of
stereoscopy in the present.
Besides publishing the bimonthly Stereo World, The NSA hosts
regional and national meetings
featuringcollector's trade fairs
and 3-D projection programs.
If this issue of Stereo World is
the first you've heard of the
NSA,we invite you to write for
more information. Send a SSAE
to NSA, PO BOX 14801, Columbus, OH 43214.

view
the
Wor d
viewing the stereographs
reproduced in Stereo World.
There are also better quality
glass-lensed viewers available,
one of which is convertible for
holding standard card views
OR for easy viewing of pairs in
books or magazines. For
sources and prices (The NSA ST
Stereo World do not sell viewers) send a SASE to WORLD
VIEWING, 5610 SE 71st, Portland, OR 97206. For tips on
"free
. , viewing" with no optical

I

The respite of a much calmer
sort of viewing is offered by the
images of James Hurst in our article "Stuffed & Tinted". His dedication to perfection in every detail of
taxidermy, exhibit design, and
stereography makes his views a joy
to study. In llse World ofstemgraphs William Darrah observes,
"No series is more justly famous"
in his reference to Hurst.This was
the height of natural history realism in the 18709, when animal
photography in the wild was still
years away from film and lenses
fast enough for sharp close-ups
anything like Hurst could arrange
in his studio. In a time when sdentific study demanded that creatures be killed and stuffed, Hurst
added the excitement provided by
today's nature films through dramatic staging of animals being eaten often including contrived
expressions on the faces and
unlikely combinations of animals
in a scene, but always creating a
stereograph to be admired, even
120 years later. m

-

s an interesting follow-up to
A
his tinted tissue feature in the
previous color issue (Mar./Apr.

'91

Paul Winn has ~~DDlied
this rare
example Gf a tissie with tinting on
both the back and front surfaces.
When illuminated from the front,

it looks much like any other tinted
paper print with color applied to
selected areas and highlights. But
when illuminated from the rear,
the colors not only intensify and
actually change, but now cover
every bit of the scene. Tissues tint-

ed on the front are extremely rare,
and this mint example (circa 186065) is probably French, the
unknown publisher identified only
by the initials L.B. at the center. m
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by Meter Lomu

fewyears ago the magazine

f4.mltrcr & Technik (Culture &
a O l Stadium,
~
h t FmP fiom tk ' T h e - D h d o n a l Picture Album q t h e
Olympic Games' publishad in 1936 by Max WensZ with stawgmphs by Emst Schhmrwer. Note that the stadium is empty,as all the views were taken after the actual games.

Technology) published a report
about the publishing house of
Otto Schtlnstein Numbild-Vetlag], which spedalized in stereoscopic pictures and played a historically interesting role, especially
during the Hitler regime and during the years after the war.
[Reprinted in Stereo World, Nov.1
Dec. '85.1 At about the same time,
another company was active in the
field of stereoscopy, a company
connected with the names Erich
Dreyer and Max Wendt. They were
engaged in politically motivated
themes similar to those that occupied Sch&nstein,but using a different procedure. While Schtlnstein
was using "genuine" photographic
prints and lens-stereoscopes for his
*spaceillustrationsw,Dreyer and
Wendt to6k advantage of the unuSrvphfcprocedure.
The stereoscopic publishing
house of Schtlnstein, however, was
much more successful and much
better known than Dreyer and
Wendt's, but the latter made 3-D
history in other ways.

The Company
"WsmankMonument"fiom Wendrs 1936 anaglyphic book ' m - i o n a l
Alhm of the Olympic Gamesawith views by Ernst S c h l m e r .
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Picture

In the beginning, there was no
such publishing house, but simply
a Berlin printshop under the name
of Otto Dreyer (probably Erich
Dreyer's father) since 1874. The
shop was listed in the Berlin Directory of 1931 at Eylauer Street
Number 3 (Southwest 61) advertising the good quality of its printed
materials. Erich Dreyer was named
as the owner. It seems they made
forms and other printed matter for
the authorities. According to the

1935 Berlin Directory, the company had changed its name to Dreyer
& CO., a book printing and publishing company at 59, York Street,
not far from their previous
address. They were to remain at
that address until their dissolution,
except for a temporary move to 47,
Dirksen Street in 1944 due to the
air raids on Berlin.
Max Wendt, a businessman who
was married to Erich Dreyer's sister
Wanda, joined the company as a
new partner. It must have been his
influence that led the company to
take up stereoscopy, for shortly
after he had joined the firm, the
first three-dimensional book
appeared in 1936: the stereoscopic
album of the Olympic games edited and published by Max Wendt.
At the same time the company
started to produce anaglyphic
postcards. In 1937, another two
anaglyphic picture books were
published. During the following
year, Mathernatische Raumbilder
(Mathematical Spatial Pictures)
was published, a collection of
stereoscopic drawings concerning
three-dimensional geometry. This
publication is important because
of its subject matter and its use of
anaglyphs - particularly the
improvements created for the anaglyphic process. The drawings and
the anaglyphic printing technique
set the publishing house on its
future course, and were used again
after 1945 by Max Wendt.
Following the Second World
War and the destruction of Berlin,
the city was divided into four sectors. Amazingly, as early as 1946,
one year after the end of the war,

publications from Dreyer & Wendt
were again available. Small sheets
and little booklets with prewar
stereo pictures of German cities
and travel pictures were joined by
a collection of new, sketched
three-dimensional pictures. On
December 1,1947, a new company
was set up. What had been until
then a division of Dreyer & CO., by
the name of Plastoskop ThreeDimensional Pictures, became an
independent company in Berlin
under the name "Deutsche Plastoskop-Gesellschaft Wendt & CO.
KG" (German Plastoskop Company Wendt & CO. KG).
This did not mean a separation
from Erich Dreyer, for the firm of
Dreyer & Co. was made a partner
in the new firm, with limited
responsibility. Similarly, Max
Wendt remained a partner of Erich
Dreyer. As a matter of fact, the new
firm was set up because Wendt
hoped he would be granted, in this
way, a license or a permit for a
publishing house by the American
occupying forces. (The permit was
finally granted, after a long struggle, on May 2, 1949.)
Executive secretary of the new
firm was Mr. Walter Selle, an
already well known expert in the
field of stereoscopy, who had been
working for Dreyer & Co. since
1946 as a "three-dimensional picture-technician." A branch office
was registered in 1948 at Hamburg-Gross-Flottbeck under the
name of Paul Wendt, a brother of
the owner.
The main publishing emphasis
was now placed on what were
called Mathmtischen Plastoskop-

Modellen (Mathematical Plastoskop-Models) in the form of
booklets.Of a total of twelve sections planned, only six were actually published. The little booklets
mentioned above, with 3-D prewar
city pictures, were supplemented
by another two. Dreyer, however,
was the last one to do the actual
printing. Manufacturers were a
number of printshops in West
Berlin, East Berlin, Hamburg and
Pinneberg.
Following the currency reform
of 1948, Plastoskop Company sales
went down rapidly. People just
had no money. True, there were a
few new editions and publications,

Anaglyphic Booklets of 1946-47 spanning
the introduction of the independent "German Plastoskop-Company Wendt & Co.
KG" and the simplification of the spelling
from PLASToREOSKOP to PLASTOSKOP.
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including translations into Spanish
that were sold to a distributor in
Chile, but the sales figures were so
low that the publishing house
could no longer work profitably. In
April 1954, Wendt canceled the
registration of the company with
the department of trade in Berlin.
Max Wendt survived his company
by a few years. He died in Berlin
on May 19,1962.
Dreyer & CO. KG existed until
1961, as shown by the trade register. It has not been possible to
ascertain whether the Berlin Wall,
dating from that year, determined
the end of the company (Erich
Dreyer lived in Rangsdorf, south of
Berlin in the GDR, whereas the
company was in West Berlin) or if
he had died slightly earlier.

AnaglyBhic
Books
and ostcards
The 1936 Berlin Olympics were
the reason behind any publishing
activity at all by Dreyer and Co.
The first 3-D publication, the
Stereoscopic Album of the Olympic
Games was the most representative
of them all. With its 160 pages, it
was the largest, and due to its size,
the most uncommon product of
the publishing house. It was clothbound, measuring 15 by 27.5 crn
with the inner book being only 21
cm wide. The remaining 6.5 cm
were taken up by a cardboard con-

"Mountain Top of the East Kampenwand"
by Wilhelm Hofinger fromhis anaglyphic
booklet "Our Alps in Three-Dimensional
Pictures" published by Max Wendt.
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tainer, glued to the front cover, for
a very expensive pair of anaglyphic spectacles with frames of "artificial horn". The 75 full-page postcard size anaglyphic pictures were
printed in red and blue-green as
customary at the time. Most of the
stereographs were by Ernst
Schlumberger, one of the most
active members of the German
Society for Stereoscopy of that
period.
But the views, with few excep
tions, were not taken during the
Olympic Games. They just showed
the places where the games had
taken place, as well as the Olympic
village, the city of Berlin in its
splendor during the Olympics, and
Potsdarn. At the end of the album
there are two views of Nuremberg
with a note that a Stereoscopic
album of that city was in preparation - a statement that turned out
not to be true. The anaglyphic
views in the Olympics book could
also be purchased individually, as
postcards. Later, possibly in 1937,
they were published again in booklets about the Reich-Sportfield and
the Olympic village.
The second stereoscopic publication was quite a bit more modest.
It was a brochure of 26 pages that
showed Hitler and his staff during
the Nuremberg Party meeting in
1936 on 23 anaglyphic plates with
no photo credits given. The publisher had little luck with this
brochure inasmuch as he must
have interfered with the activities
of Heinrich Hoffman, the "Reichsbildberichterstatter der NSDAP"
(Reichs-Press-Photographerof the
National Socialist Party) who had
the monopoly for pictures of that
kind. According to W. Selle, eventually the brochures in stock had
to be destroyed. (Incidentally, The
publishing house of Otto Sch6nstein offered a stereoscopic volume
of the Nuremberg Party Meeting.)
This lack of success may have
been the reason Max Wendt
stopped dealing with such subjects
and followed them up with a
booklet by Wilhelm Hofinger with
fifteen anaglyphic pictures under
the title Unsere Alpen im Raumbild
(Our Alps in Three-Dimensional
Pictures). These pictures were
mostly hyperstereos, but no aerial
photographs. They brought out
the wealth of mountain forms in a

way that is not normally accessible
to human eyes, due to their short
base. The author was a teacher at
the Bavarian State Institute for
Photography in Munich and had
been specializing for many years in
stereoscopy in general, and hyperstereos in the mountains in particular.
In addition to these three volumes there were, during the thirties, several series of anaglyphic
postcards brought out by Dreyer &
Co. Besides the views from the
Olympic Games Album mentioned
before, there were series about
Nuremberg, Wiirzburg, Lisbon,
and Maderia. The pictures from
foreign countries showed the destinations of trips by "Kraft durch
Freude", the National Socialist
Holiday Organization, and were
sold mostly through that organization.
The first post-war edition, printed in 1946, consisted of eight postcard size sheets with anaglyph
prints of prewar pictures from
Berlin and one sheet with instructions on how to use them, all tied
together in a wrapper. The title
was not only in German but also
in English, French and Russian;
obviously with the intention of
selling the package to members of
the occupying forces in Berlin. In
the same year and in 1947 and
1948, similar Idpage anaglyph
booklets were published with other prewar city and travel pictures.
It is true, however, that not all the
advertised titles were actually published. Of a planned series of
Belehrende PlastoskopRaumbilder
(Instructive Plastoskop ThreeDimensional Space Pictures), only
one title was published.
None of these products matched
the quality of prewar editions.
They were typical products of that
particular period before the currency reform took effect, badly printed on bad paper, unsuitable for
halftone picture reproduction.
(There's even a rumor that discarded paper was used for part of the
above.) Therefore, it is not surprising that very little of these editions
could be sold after the currency
reform of 1948. As a matter of fact,
only a few specimens of them have
been preserved.
The Anaglyphen Bildwerken (Anaglyph Illustrations) that came out

after 1948 did not have a much
better fate. There were two booklets, published in 1949, with the
title Zum Greifen nah (Close
Enough to be Touched) whose very
concept must be called a mistake.
The same is true of a volume titled
Das SkeletLsystem (The Skeletal System), planned to be part I of a
series of "Anatomical Plastoskop
Models". The latter was translated
into Spanish and also published,
but it remained the only title of
the series. Wendt's last product
was Tiere im Zoo (Animals at the
Zoo) published in 1951, about 15
by 17 crn, with 24 anaglyphic pictures.
Max Wendt's interest in color
anaglyphs should be mentioned,
but that endeavor was not successful either. There were two series of
four-color anaglyphic postcards,
each of Berlin, printed for FilmFoto-Verlag (Film-Photo-Publisher)
at Berlin-Tempelhof. There was
also an enthusiastic prospectus by
Wendt in which he recommended
the use of his "Plasto-Color-Pictures" for publicity purposes, offering licenses for his patented
process, and predicting that illustrated magazines were going to use
Plasto-Color Pictures both in the
editorial sections and the advertising sections.
The stereographs in illustrated
publications before and after the
war were mainly taken by amateur
photographers, most of them
members of the German Society
for Stereoscopy. E. Schlumberger of
Berlin led them all followed by Dr.
H. Mader of Kulmbach. Others,
during the postwar period (but frequently still working with prewar
pictures) are E. Zitelmann, Berlin;
Dr. W. Pietsch, Leipzig; Dr. von
Lewe, Berlin; E. Schorner, Munich;
and finally Max Wendt himself.
The only professional photographers were W. Hofinger (OurAZps
in Three-DimensionalPictures) and
W. Selle.

Anaglyph Drawings
The use of the anaglyph procedure for the production of stereoscopic drawings had been known
for a long time when Erich Dreyer
and Max Wendt started to work in
this field. Wilhelm Rollmann, the
inventor of this procedure, had
described it originally in its application to stereoscopic drawings. As

German and Russian editions of u ~ a t h r m a t iPlastoreoskopModelsU
~l
Parts I-LII, 1946.

early as 1912, H. Vuibert in Paris
had published his book entitled
Les Anaglyphes Gt!om&iques. Especially in the case of drawings, with
their strong contrasts between line
and paper background, the anaglyph method is handicapped
even today by ghosting in the pictures. The problem is that the
mutual "cancellation" of colors is
not quite perfect. One sees, especially through the green filter, in
most cases not only the picture
printed in red, but also a weaker
additional picture originating from
the green picture. This may cause
ghosting or even render fusion
impossible.
In order to remedy this additional disturbing picture, Dr.
Friedrich Stier of Berlin suggested,
among other things, in a 1933
patent, to tint the picture background in a weak reddish color.
The green lines of the anaglyph
drawing were to be excluded from
such shading. In other words, this
toned down print now contained a
negative picture of the green anaglyph lines. While in this way the
contrast in the anaglyph picture
became weaker - a fact that was
quite acceptable - the ghosting
was considerably reduced. In most
cases it should be sufficient to do
without the negative picture and
place the green lines, too, directly
on the reddish print underneath.

Dryer and Wendt jumped at this
procedure and published a book in
1938 by 0. Kiihler, U. Graf and C.
Calov under the title Mathematische Raumbilder (Mathematical
Three-DimensionalPictures) containing a collection of 24 anaglyphic images. The latter were
printed in accordance with Stier's
procedure. The stereoscopic drawings in the book are mainly 3-D
representations of spherical geometry, including bodies and their
intersecting curves and volumes,
spherical triangles and curves on
the terrestrial globe. An aerial
hyperstereo view is compared with
a sculpted relief model and with a
map showing contour lines. A 3-D
architectural drawing is also
included. It seems that the authors
and publishers filled a gap in the
market with this book. The first
edition - number of copies
unknown was soon sold out and
a second edition had to be printed
a few months later. By request of
the authors, the rights to the book
were transferred to L. Ehlermann,
Publisher at Dresden, who published folders with single anaglyph
sheets in 1938139, and a third
enlarged edition of the book in
1941. All this was still printed by
Dreyer & Co.
The book and the illustrations
were greatly improved in comparison to previously printed anaglyph

-

dmvings and caused a number of
books and rnagazIne articles to be
published with inserts of anaglyphic pages. Sometimes the latter were taken directly from the
original book. Again, in most cases
the printing was done by Dreyer &
Co, as far as is known.
After the war, Max Wendt hired
h s t Schemer to produce new
stereoscopic drawings for him.
Schemer had succeeded Curt
Calov at the Department of the A .
Force in Berlin in 1941 following
the latter's death. As Calov before
him, Schemer worked on stereoscopic drawings for the air force
and in his free time made stereo
drawings of spherical geometry
subjects similar to those in the
book by KC)hler, Graf and Calov.
Those drawings were to be published by Ferdinand Hirt at Breslau, but the plan was upset by the
war and the original drawings were
destroyed by fire shortly before the
end of the war. This meant that
Schemer had to start all over
again. Unlike Calov, Schemer did
not use various viewing angles and
distances, but only one single, firm
viewing position, which is the
only way for three-dimensional
pictures to appear undistorted. His
program was much more comprehensive than Calov's. There was a
plan for a total of 12 sections with
14 models each on anaglyph tables
under the title Mathematische Plustoskop-Modelle (Mathematical Plastoskop Models).
The first three sections were
published by D~eyer& Co. in
1946, specifically in a portfolio
with 3 folders, each of which contained 14 anaglyphs on single
sheets. At that time, they were still
called "Plastoreoskop" Models, an
unpleasant word combination that
originated with Max Wendt and
which had also been used in "Plastoreoskop-Publishing House."
Thanks to E. Schemer, the term
was changed to " P l a ~ t ~ ~Modk~p"
els. The printing procedure was
changed as compared to the editions before 1945, inasmuch as the
negatives on the toned down background were eliminated.
This &st edition was also published in Russian. Dreyer & Co.
also had an address in the East Sector of Berlin at 11,Warschauer

Street. One thousand copies were
delivered to the Soviet Military
Mission at Berlin-Karlshorst,who
felt obligated to assign paper for
future printing a support that
was very welcome at the time.
With these new mathematical
3-D pictures, a product of interest
to many customers had again hit
the market. As early as 1947 a new
edition of Sections I-111 was published. Three booklets by Max
Wendt appeared in 1948Mowed
by Section IV.In 1949 a 44%commentary for Sections I-IV
appeared, and in 1950 Sections WI
and VIII were published along
with Spanish translations of Sections I to IV. Reprints of some
booklets also appeared in 1948and
1950.

-

But then the publishing house
was financially exhausted, so that
M o n s V and VI could no longer
be published. The Plastoskop models announced in 1948 concerning
the fields of optics and nuclear
physics and others concerning the
geometrical bases for the construction of stereo pictures could no
longer be published either. Of the
mathematical Plastoskop models, a
total of 85,000 booklets, including
the foreign language editions, had
been sold according to Max
Wendt. One of the booklets
planned at that time resulted,
many years later, in a book that
employed the anaglyph printing
technique used by Dreyer and
Wendt which ran through several
editions.

"Net-,Space-and Plane-Diagonals of the Cube"
page 4 of "MathematicalPlastoskop Models", Part I of thepostwar anaglyphic drawing series by Emst Sch&ner.
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Italian anaglyphicpostage stamps issued in 1956 celebrating Italy's entry into the United
Nations, based on Curt Calov's 1938 stereo drawing.
"Globe"from page 1 of "Mathematical
Three-DimensionalPictures" by Curt
Calov, 1938.

An Anaglyphic
Stamp of Approval
In 1956 Max Wendt had what
might be called his last success. In
accordance with a suggestion by
Wendt, the Italian Postmaster General issued two anaglyphic stamps
on December 29, 1956, celebrating
Italy's entry into the United
nations: one 25 Lire stamp and
one 60 Lire stamp. The design was
by C. Donati, based upon Calov's
stereo-drawing of a globe. The continental outlines of Europe, Africa
etc. were drawn into it, but obviously not by a draftsman familiar
with stereoscopy, for in the 3-D
pictures these features don't
appear on the surface of the globe,
but inside!
Ernst Schorner, to whom Wendt
owed his real success, later published other anaglyph drawings in
other publishing houses. These
publications, at least in one case,
were pirated by China. Schorner
had followers, of course, who
developed his ideas and those of
his predecessors. The anaglyph
printing method was drastically
improved during the sixties and
seventies by the work of Rudolf
Burkhardt, so that the background
shading introduced by Stier could
be eliminated while still improving
the result. Unfortunately, there are

very few printers today who have a
real command of that method and
consequently it is rarely used.
How can the true significance of
Dreyer and Wendt be judged, and
a detailed discussion justified? A
comparison of the firms of Dreyer
& CO.and Wendt & CO.with their
competitor Otto Schonstein may
be useful. Both had started their
publishing activity at about the
same time: Schonstein in 1935 and
Dreyer in 1936. Both started to
handle similar subjects, in keeping
with the political situation at that
time.
For instance, both published
volumes about the Olympic
Games of 1936 and the National
Socialist Party Rally of the same
year. It seems that Schonstein was
the more successful one with his
3-D pictures. Obviously, he had
better contacts, due to his partnership with Heinrich Hoffman. But
then, he also had a better technique for the reproduction of
stereo photographs, for he did
attach to his volumes original
photo-prints and a lens stereoscope. That was, of course, more
expensive than anaglyph printing.
The price of Schonstein's volume,
with spectacles, was 18 Reichsmark, a stiff price at the time.
Wendt's anaglyph album, on the
other hand, was available for 6
Reichsmark. But the quality of
stereo photos looked at through

lenses was much better than anaglyphs looked at through color filters. That is, in all probability, the
reason for the lack of success of
the anaglyph picture books.
It's a different story for the
mathematical spatial illustrations,
where esthetics are much less
important. That's why Dreyer and
Wendt could be successful in this
field. They were also the first to
print anaglyph drawings in acceptable quality and in larger quantities, and the first to recognize that
the anaglyph method was exactly
the right thing for this kind of
image. Otto Schonstein also recognized this advantage of anaglyphs,
and planned an anaglyphic geometry book, but it was near the end
of his career and too late for him
to realize that plan. CII
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t's another avant garde art perIaudience
formance in San Francisco. The
enters a rather plain
looking office building near Civic
Center and is ushered up a flight
of stairs, entering a large room
where images of electric wiring are
projected onto white vaulted

church walls. The effect produces a
sinuous interplay of form and color. A wall of ornate arched church
walls forms the back of the theater
and a 60 by 40 foot screen covers
the front. The audience has
entered a theater of illusion where
the distinction between solid form

George Coates' Excursil

A Reviev

n Invisible Site: A Virtual Sho, San Francisco multimedia theater artist and "techno-wizard" Ceorge Coates
employed an arsenal of sophisticated, novel techniques - the use of computer animated images interactive with live performers, for example - to create a
visual experience of often startling beauty and unsurpassed technical virtuosity. The totality of Invisil-'- "'
was experienced in 3-D bv the audience. whicb
donned pc

I

occasion. As produced by George Coates Performance 1
Works, Invisible Site - which previewed in December,
1991 and officially opened on January22, 1992 - cer
tainly represents a high water mark in the fusion of
avant garde performance art and hi-tech imagery.
Prior to the performance, audience members accustomed themselves to the glasses by contemplating the
immense imaae of an odd, rectanaular shaoe orotrud- ,if 8e

bk,

In~iii~ibIe
Site:
fFzea-.

-

by Harold R. Baize, Jr.

and projected image is lost and
"real" objects merge seamlessly
with digital creations.
Audience members slip on their
polarized glasses and find that the
front of the theater now contains a
very large and very solid square
pipe. Later music swells and the
actors appear. The principle characters are adventurers in a Virtual
Reality network. When they put
on their stereoscopic eyephone
helmets the audience joins them
in a three dimensional excursion
through a world populated by
computer generated environments
that include human forms, large
floating eyes, and giant spiders.
As a result of portraying virtual
reality, some actors have two iden-

Sixteen computer controlled Kodak Ektagraphic projectors provide the changing 3-0sets for the
performance. JefStntnnger,seated at the controls with headset firmly attached, is the visual
coordinator.All stereographs by the author except as noted.

i Into 3-D Virtual
cadero Pldza ) The mood ~nthe theater was fest~ve,
happy, post-modern The aud~ence,resembl~ngone of
those photographs of 1950s aud~encesat a 3-D movle,
was consc~ou,of 1t5elfas part of an unusual event
Add~ngeven rnore to the surreal nrnbiencc~of the
everit was the d~st~nct~ve
eriv~ronrnent~nwhlch the
perforniancc toolc p l , ~
e I r t v ~ r i b i cSlip w,ls pre~ented
ins~dethe exp~1n51vc
( o n t o u a uf d ~fiurch,p d r ~ul d r ~
old office bu~ld~ncj
complex at 110 McAIlister Street.

(The theater was identifiable only by means of a beau-

Reality

tlfully crafted, neon "crack," an ernhlern of Cal~forri~d
earthquake culture, jusperided above the entrance on
the front of the b u ~ l d ~ n) gIns~de,tl:r prc~dor-riiciant
v~sualelement was ,I 40 foot w ~ d eby 60 fool ti1c1li
trari~lucentulver xreen wh~cli,l~kettie Gothic ~linpe,
of the sta~nedglass windows in tlie church, terided ~ c r

pull the eyes upward.
Invisible Site combined a remarkable musical score

by composer Marc Ream, live actors, computer-generated animation imagery - all within a 3-D visual frameI
RLD

HackerIRimbaud (Rob Keffe), on the surface with crutch and keyboard, is accompanied by his
muse/Ariel (Susan Volkan), above, and virtual spider in the Invisible Site digital landscape.
Stereo by George Coates Performance Works stafl

tities within the performance; the
character as a flesh and blood
human hooked up to the network,
and his or her "digidenity" in the
virtual environment. In the Sho, a
woman "end-user" enters the VR
net (Virtual Reality network). Once
she is in the system she chooses to
explore a "siniles rendezvous" and
enjoy a fantasy where she will be
Shakespeare's Prospero and play
out an S&M encounter with
another end-user playing Caliban.
Her fun is derailed by a renegade
hacker who illegally enters the VR
net and imposes his fabrication
where he is the French poet Arthur
Rimbaud and she is Euripides'
Medea, who killed her children to
seek revenge upon the unfaithful
father.
The complications of Hacker1
Rimbaud's behavior in the VR net
make for an obscure plot, but
Invisible Site: A Virtual Sho is not

about a traditional linear plot. The
goal is not to tell a story. The purpose is to take the audience into
another space. The message is visual, not verbal. The production is
truly multi-media, combining live
operatic vocals, an original musical
score, stereosco~icslides. motion
live aGors, and'projected
computer graphics that interact in
real time with actors. Director
George Coates has described the
performance an an immersion in a
"total environment," and for once
the phrase is not just hyperbole.
Invisible Site: A Virtual Sho, has
tapped into the current rage over
the possibilities of "Virtual Reality," yet it cannot be dismissed as
trendy exploitation.

computer imaging. The computer images are created by a staff of
young talented
programmers like
M. Creon Levit.
When he is not
contributing to
George Coates
Performance
Works, Mr. Levit
is a scientist working for NASAs' Ames Research Center. He demonstrated for me the
twisting geometric computer
graphic that is identified in the
performance as a digitized copy of
Rimbaud's central nervous system.
The design was actually programmed for a completely different purpose at Amec vhich may

I

Digital Images
Perhaps the most trumpeted
aspect of the performance is the
real-time interaction of actors and

George Coates standing in the Performance Works Theater.

be why it looked
more to me like a
set of swirling
vortices than a
neural net. The
"central nervous
system" graphic
was created on
the Silicon Graphics Iris 4Dl320
VGX Model 60
workstation, the
same system used
to create the special effects for
Terminator 2.
Directly behind the Silicon
Graphics workstation is a Macintosh IIfx computer. Frances Dose, a
computer animator, uses the Macintosh IIfx during the performance. She initiates the projection
of the wire frame human figure so
it will walk with the actors and sit
down with them on steep and
deserted San Francisco streets. She
also stretches and distorts images
of the Mona Lisa and Michelangelo's David to make it appear that
the actor portraying HackerIRimbaud is manipulating them on
stage - or in his virtual space,
depending on your point of reference.
The advent of people and digital
image processes interacting on
stage is made possible by a $12,000
Espirit 4000G graphics projector.
The projected computer graphic
images are very sharp, however
they are not stereoscopic. George
Coates explained that although

I

I

The 14th Dalai Lmna Kneels below a graen virtual spider in a desolate cyberspaceas
Hacker7Rimbaud and Ariel look on. (Stereo by George Coates P e r f m n c e Works stafl)

A live actor behind the screen appears to be inside the melting ice cube. livo stereo projections
and a motion film are used. (A 1.5 second exposure made during a pertbrmance.)

the Silicon Graphics workstation
and the software could easily gencrate the necessary pairs images,
the money for a
projector
is a more difficult matter.

in San Francisco since 1976, approaches the creation
of a performance piece improvisationally, like a jazz
musician. Collaborating with an armada of technicians
and computer experts, Coates assembled Invisible Site
by a process of intuitive ordering of otherwise disparate imaqes into an assemblaqe held toaether bv
the amorp60us shape of the plot. (It was 6y no means

I

Gossamer Curtain
Real time interaction of actors
and computer generated images is
new and exciting, but any NSA
member would instantly recognize

cated synthesis of different imaging methods. I 11c
commingling of live, moving actors - some behind,
others in front of the giant scrim -with computergenerated, animated images, all moving within the
basic visual reality of a particular stereoscopic projection, resulted in startlina visual ~henomena.In one
scene, the actor plavinq~imbaidappeared inside a

M.Creon Levit demonstrates the computer graphics that he created on the Silicon Graphics Iris
4D/320VGx Model 60 workstation. Along with support from companies like Silicon Graphics,
PanCmrnnand Systems, and *ode Systems, t h e m o n was aided by several -tiom
including Andrew Mellon, Ford, Hewlett, Gap, California Arts Council, and the City of Sun
Francisco, as well as an NEA challenge matchinggrant.

that the key special effect of Znvisible Site: A Virtual Sho is the three
dimensional changing sets created
by stereoscopic slides. The images
are striking. The stereo photography excellent, and the contributing stereographen include NSA
member Robert Bloomberg, whose
images include an egg and a skull.
During the performance an actor
strikes the huge three dimensional
egg and it cracks, then dissolves
into the skull. Other slides show
scenes of Gothic buildings, desolate burned out landscapes from
the East Bay fire, and imaginary
landscapes of twisting tunnels,
huge globes, and billowing clouds.
The use of stereo photography is
great, but, hey, polarized projec-

tion technology is well over 50
years old, perfected by Edward
Land and demonstrated at the
Worlds Fair in 1939. NSA members
might wonder what all the fuss is
about. We show images just as dramatic at each re@onalmeeting. 1s
this just old wine in a new bottle?
Well, yes and no. Many members
of the audience may have never
seen a properly exhibited stereo
film, so for them it is new. Still,
there is nothing new about polarized projection of stereo images.
What is new, and is one of the
breakthroughs that George Coates
and company have introduced, is
an effective semi-transparent
screen.

George Coates production staff
share technology openly but
become rather taciturn when the
discussion shifts to their special
screen. All they will say is that it is
made of a synthetic fiber and is
produced "somewhere on the east
coast." What is remarkable about
the screen is that it reflects projected images clearly and brightly
without depolarizing the light, and
is at the same time transparent
enough to allow a brightly lighted
actor behind the screen to appear
as if suspended within the 3-D projection. It is this advance that
allows Invisible Site to represent virtual worlds. (The gossamer curtain
could be used in more mundane
theatrical performances as well, to
create realistic and dramatic stage
sets. Wide-spread use of "stereo
stage sets" would generate even
more interest in stereo photography.)
What is behind the curtain is no
less amazing. Scaffolding, mobile
ramps, and even an elevator are
used to psition the flesh and
blood actors within the three
dimensional space defined by the
stereo projections. One scene
places ProsperoIMedea at the top
of a stone entrance way and Hacker1Rimbaud at the bottom. To
make the actors blend with the
projected three dimensional set
they must be standing at the
appropriate height and distance.
The challenge is to position people
in the nearly infinite set of loca-

tions in the ever-changing stage
space. One device that helps to
meet the challenge is a large round
platform attached to a bowl-like
hemisphere. The bowl rests in a
cradle with motors that can turn it
to almost any angle, or rotate it
like a phonograph turntable. In a
scene showing a steep hill, the
platform is tilted toward the audience so actors can walk realistically
on the virtual hill. Later it is made
to rock side-to-side to simulate
ocean movement.

Science and Art
Peek a little further behind the
curtain and you see the brilliant
artists and scientists who create
the spectacle. At the center of
them all is George Coates, a man
who is so often compared to Oz
and called a wizard that you
expect him to be wearing a pointed hat. Invisible Site is Mr. Coates'
most recent in a series of performance works that have pushed the
boundaries of live art. George
Coates Performance Works was
founded in 1977 and has produced
works including The Way of How,
are/are, Seehear, Rare Area, Actual
Sho, and Right Mind. Each creation
utilized unusual imagery, but Invisible Site places more emphasis on
technology. It is an outgrowth of
Coates' attempt to bring the scientific and artistic communities
together for creative collaboration.
He founded the Science Meets the
Arts Society (SMARTS) to facilitate

A complex set of images from the scene Pain Grid Blues, which includes three live actors

behind the screen, two stereo images (clouds and red ball), a motion film (broadcast tower) and
interactive computer graphic (blue grid). flaken with a Kodak Stereo camera during a performance, this 1.5 second exposure doesn't reveal the actual brightness, sharpness and impact of
the multi-media production.)

the exchange of creative application and technology ideas.
What lies ahead for George
Coates Performance Works? I
asked Production Manager Daniel
Corr whether future productions
would emphasize stereo projections. He said that he couldn't say
for sure, but that the next performance work will probably make
far more use of the Silicon Graphics workstation for "morphing:"
Morphing transforms the image of
an object smoothly into another
object, as seen extensively in Terminator 2 and Star Trek VI. Whatever they come up with, it will certainly be creative.

"flew" far above vast expanses of earthly terrain for

(While Invisible Site closed its
run early this summer, there is
enthusiasm in the production
company about the potential of
stereo projection as part of the
interactive media mix for their
next production, which will open
late in 1992. For information, contact George Coates Performance
Works, 110 McAllister Street, San
Francisco, CA 94102.)
The author wished to thank George
Coates Production Works Executive
Director Beau Takahara and Production Manager Daniel Con for allowing stereography in the theater and for
supplying the representative composite
stereo images created by their staff. m

Oakland disaster, appeared throughout Invisible Site.)
These, in turn, were contrasted with 3-D images of
lush, serene forest green. One fanciful, recurring

out sound waves
b s e s and hillsides left in
Oakland Hills fire. (A great
deal of flame imagery, presumably inspired by the
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Only 94 Luxus cameras were made, and this one came with thegold stereo attachment, a
gold accessory rangefinder, red leather pouch with gold trim, and, of course, a gold lens
cap.

I

T h e story of the Stereo Leica
1 Luxus is about one of the rarest
Leicas, and a collector's twelveyear wait to acquire the camera
from behind the Iron Curtain.
According to recent research by
Selim A. Nahas published in
Viewfinder, the quarterly journal of
the Leica Historical Society of
America, 94 Leica Luxus cameras
were delivered between 1929 and
1932 from the Leitz factory in
Weltzlar, Germany. Mr. Nahas

I

summer 1991 issue of The Journalof
the Photogrephic Historical Sociw of
New England and is used here with
permission. Those attending the 1990
NSA convention in Manchester, New
Hampshire heard the story of this rare
Leica during Mr. NaylorJsillustrated
keynote presentation. The color stereo
close-ups of the camera were taken for
Stereo World by Paul Wing.

The

n

Thrills

-

Three-Dimensional
Photography
now yours easily
and inexpensively
with the

7
Sow, uith the new STEREOLY attachment it is l~ossil,le to
use the LEICA Camera ix~terrha~fgeablvfor regular or stereo
photography, for action shots or stills". Thc stereo llicturer
are photographed in transpscd positions on the LEICA double
frame negatives and no special printer or,:nlargin$ ,apparatus
is required fo/ finishing the psitivcs.
l h c rcsu ttng v i e w
preserve all the natural depth of the third dimension, j u s t as
Well wit11 t l ~ eeyes.
5 INTERCHANGEABLE LENSES
LEICA'S Versatility, combined with its small size (it slips
easily into the pocket) is amazing. It is instantly -onvertible
into a telephoto camera. an aerial or panoramic ewnera. a
s p e d camera, a portrait camera, and many more. Eeonorairal
-takes up to 36 pictures on a single roll of eitlema film. Enlargements up to 12 x 18 inches and more are marve~ously

Il'ritc for Free Ill,,rtrotcA Booklet
Sto.coscoric Pl!otography uritlt the Leitn Carver..

E. LEITZ, Inc.

Dept. 55

6 0 East 10th Street, New York

advocates, with good evidence,
that most of the Luxus cameras
were made as elegant display or
demonstration cameras, while others were sold to those who could
afford them.
The Luxus was a Leica Model A,
its metal parts, including the lens
body, covered with gold, its body
handsomely covered with lizard
skin in a choice of colors - red,
brown, blue or green. It may be
the most beautiful camera ever
made. Certainly, it was the first
luxury 35mm camera.
Leica Luxus owners do not often
part with their classy cameras.
Luxus cameras are rarely seen at
auctions. I can remember only one
verified Luxus camera sold at auction in the past 20 years. Very few
have changed hands in private
sales. The last two, sold privately,
were acquired by a Japanese dealer
and a Singapore collector.
In 1978, I made a regular visit to
a company in Stuttgart, Germany,
with which I was closely associated. I was known to most of the
German employees as a camera
collector. One of the firm's engineers, who was born in Dresden, a
city later to become part of Communist East Germany, spoke to me
about photography. The engineer,
Mr. Kramer, managed to leave
Dresden in 1960 just before the
wall was built. He told me some-

by Jack Naylor
what casually, that his uncle, who
still lived in Dresden, had a beautiful Leica camera. He described it,
in response to my questions, as a
red and gold Leica for stereo photographs. The engineer said the
camera had been purchased by his
uncle's father who was killed in a
World War I1 bombing raid. The
original owner had been an important German political figure and
his son, the present owner, had
also been involved in government.
Such information given to a collector causes his adrenaline tn run

high. The engineer had described
one of the world's rarest cameras,
with or with without its gold
stereo attachment. It was an
unknown camera, How does a collector approach a camera collector
in a totalitarian state, at a time
when ownership of all valuable
items must be reported to the
state, when it is a crime to remove
such an item from East Germany
to the west, when it is virtually
impossible to visit Dresden and
when East Germans are shot trying
to get through the wall to free-

World-class camera collector and NSA member Thurman E: (Jack) Naylor in his f m u s private museum with just two of the many and varied stereo cameras included in the collection.
Stereos by Paul Wing.

dom? Later in 1978 I decided to
write Herr Braun (not his real
name), the camera owner in Dresden, using his nephew's name and
my German business association as
an introduction. In my letter I
asked about the Leica stereo camera. Several months later, Mr.
Braun replied in German. He was
pleased to have information about
his nephew in Stuttgart and yes,
he knew of such a camera that had
belonged to his father. "Some day
perhaps we could discuss it," he
said. There was not a word about
politics or the camera in his first
letter, or in the occasional correspondence that would follow for
twelve years. I told Mr. Braun in
our infrequent exchange of letters,
about camera collecting, and the
growing interest in photographic
history; and he told me that before
his retirement, he had been an
engineering manager for the East
German government, and that he
had survived his wife and two children.
The years passed. In later years I
talked about the existence of such
a camera with the management at
Leitz in Weltzar, and with Leica
historians and collectors in Arnerica and Europe. Everyone agreed
that a Leica Luxus Stereo Camera
could exist but no one had seen
such a camera.

Seen on a later model Leica, the standard Mack jinish StereoZy attachment brought the Lcica
name to stereo photography, but 3Smm film had barn aonrMned wlth stereo yams earlier in the
pioneering 1913 Homeos fiom Iules Richard.

Designed fhr viewing stereo filmstrips, the special Leitz viewer nad an industrial, rrpru#rsmse
look. (Itmay haw inspimi the devrlopment of the 1933 lh-Vue sterao filmsbip finmat.) Most
ownm ofLeica Stereoly attachments probably made print pair enlargements fiom their negatives, as the fihnsMp viewer is a rare item. There is no evidence that a gold one was cteated to
go with the sbmo Luxus.

The goldplad#l Lcica Luwus with its gold Stereoly pame splitter attachment in place. As the
only known exumple of a gold stereo Lcica, it could easily be worth several times more than
most other rare cameras in the world, flat or stereo.
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We will never forget the TV coverage of East and West Germans
climbing atop the Berlin Wall, on
November 9,1989 and the mingling of new found neighbors at
the Brandenburg Gate. [See Stereo
World,Jan.lFeb. '90.) The wall
which had traversed the boarder
between the two Germanys had
fallen. The Germanys were reunited as one country on October 3,
1990, but after November 9,1989,
East Germany was opened to the
west.
On a business trip to Germany
in 1990, I traveled to Dresden to
meet Mr. Braun and hopefully to
purchase the camera. He knew
why I was corning and had
inferred, but not directly stated,
that he was prepared to sell his
father's camera.
The dty of Dresden is worth
comment. With a population of
about one half million, it lies on
both sides of a broad curve on the
Elbe Mver, 125 miles south of
Berlin. Before World War 11, Dresden had been a city of parks and
gardens and a center for the arts. It
was also a manufacturing city
which had spawned 27 camera
manufacturing firms,including
Zeiss/Ikon and Ememann. The
Russian Army captured Dresden in
1945, after the city had been virtually destroyed by allied aerial
bombing and artillery fire. As I
drove from the train station to Mr.
Brauns modest home in an underpowered smoke-belching East German Trabant taxi, it was obvious
that the city was down on its
heels. There was World War I1
damage to buildingsand roads still
untepaired.But more repressive
was the look of isolation and concern for the future that could be
read in the faces of people on the
street.
Mr. Braun answered the door
with his close Mend, who would
be our interpreter, standing behind
him. Mr. Braun was rather vigorous for a man 81 years of age. He
was a large man with expressive
eyes. We liked each other. I gave
him a s d a r t object from America, which he seemed to appreciate.
After coffee and conversation
about the United States, West Germany, Dresden and Leica, we
moved to the Kitchen where a prewar, brown tin cookie box was in

the center of the table. I assumed
correctly that this was the moment
of truth. After 12 years, the Leica
was within my reach in a tin box.
The camera was there along with
other memorabilia of his father,
including a pipe with gold fittings,
three gold watches, some medals
and a few official looking documents. Mr. Braun had not reported
his father's valuable items to the
state in order to avoid the annual
tax. He told me that since World
War I1 the tin box had been kept
in the chimney of the unused
kitchen fireplace. We had no trouble coming to terms and I paid
him with West German Marks.
After pleasantries and more coffee
and a piece of cake, I wrapped the
camera and its accessories in cloth
shoe bags, which I had purposely
carried to Dresden. We said our
goodbyes, and I was off to the railroad station in a taxi which was in
worse condition than the one in
which I had arrived.
It was, in fact, a somewhat
upsetting visit for me. Here was a
fine, intelligent man, who had
lived far from comfortably under
Communism for most of his lifetime, this because,of the way our
leaders in World War I1 drew lines
on a map. Mr. Braun was too old
to leave, and he would die in Dresden, but at least he would be a free
man, and that knowledge gave
him some happiness.
Mr. Braun knew little about photography. He said he never shared
his father's interest in photography, but he clearly remembered
his father using the Leica camera.
The red and gold Leica Lwcus
camera, serial #37277, its gold
rangefinder, the red leather and
gold camera pouch with the word
"Leitz embossed on one side, and
the "Leica" on the other side, and
the gold Stereoly attachment, serial #1002, with its brown leather
case are now displayed behind
glass in my museum, along with
other Lwus cameras. Visitors focus
on the spectacular Stereo Leica
Lwcus, which seems to stare at
them through its gold encased
eyes.
It is sometimes inappropriate to
write about price; however, there is
such intense interest in "What is
the Stereo Leica Lwcus worth?"
that a value estimation seems in

order. The camera is apparently
one-of-a-kind, so we can back into
its value by examining the few
Lwcus sales, estimated auction values, and an offer to purchase the
camera.
An authenticated Leica Luxus
camera with an Elmar lens can be
sold in the United States for about
$25,000. At a German or English
auction, the price would probably
be closer to US $30,000. A Leica
Lwcus with a brown lizard skin
body and a rangefinder was sold
by a Hong Kong dealer in 1990 for
us $45,000.

Japanese Leica collectors have
been known to use their strong
yen to pay a reported US $40,000
for a Luxus. The Stereo Luxus outfit in pristine condition with gold
rangefinder, Leica red leather
pouch and gold Stereoly accessory
may be one-of-a-kind. We can only
speculate on what it would bring
on the world market. The camera
is not for sale, but an offer from a
Japanese collector was extraordinary! Could it be sold for an
amount in the low six figures? Perhaps! m

Stereos Afloat
he story of 1870s stereographer
T
J.P. Doremus and his floating
studiolgallery on the Mississippi
River is documented in detail in
the summer, 1992 issue of The
Palimpsest, the popular history
magazine of the State Historical of
Iowa.
Doremus spent several summers
aboard the Success, his 65 x 85
foot flatboat equipped with darkroom, portrait studio and living
quarters. His stereos of the river,
nearby towns, and people who
lived and worked on the river were
published on cabinet size orange
mounts with his anchor logo at

the top and his boat on the sides.
The article includes an excerpt
from his diary and half-stereo
enlargements from 20 of his views,
with a full view and mount
appearing on the back cover of the
issue. While not in stereo, the
images are exceptionally well
reproduced, and a sidebar on the
history of stereography is included.
The summer 1992 issue of The
Palimpsest is available from Publication Sales, SHSI, 402 Iowa
Avenue, Iowa City, IA 52240 for
$4.50 plus $1 postage. m

'92 Daguerreian Annual
A Review by John Dennis

nce a year, the Daguerreian
Society publishes The Daguer0
reian Annual, a compilation of the
best current research and writing
concerning the history, science
and art of the Daguerreotype. Edited by frequent Stereo World contributor Peter E. Palmquist, the
1992 edition containing a wealth
of widely varied articles is now
available.
The journeys and work of several photographers are covered in
the Annual's articles, as well as
excerpts from their own writings.
An 1839 article by one of the first
Americans to see daguerreotypes in
Paris is reprinted, as well as a

rather scary piece about an Australian photographer who suffered
a near fatal case of mercury poisoning while making daguerreotypes in 1991.
The Daguerreian Annual is a fascinating and worthwhile addition to
the library of anyone interested in
the earliest photographic history,
and a must for those specifically
interested in daguerreotypes. Over
170 illustrations are featured on
the book's 256 pages. The per copy
price is $30 plus $3 shipping in
North America and $5 overseas
from: The Daguerreian Society,
Peter Palmquist Editor, 1183
Union Street, Arcata, CA 95521. m
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NEWS FROM THE
STEREOSCOPIC
SOCIETY
OF AMERICA
by Norman B. Patterson

he stereo effect does not
depend on color, and neither
T
does the near-magic mixture of
sunlight and silver that produced
the first photographs. But the
desire for color and the search for
it began almost with those first
photographs. Now we have marvelous ways of attaining it and
most stereographs currently being
produced are in the form of color
photographs of one sort or another.
Hand tinting was the earliest
process, and when done well it led
to very pleasing results. One can
still do this today and stereographs
so treated have a charm of their
own which is different from the
dazzling results of color photography. Each can be enjoyed for what
it is. Antique hand-tinted stereo
Daguerreotypes, expertly crafted
nearly a century and a half ago, are
still a source of wonder and delight
- at least those that have survived.

Color or Black & White?
Some people are devoted to the
black and white image in photography. This does not mean that
they do not appreciate the color
photograph. It does mean that

some results of monochrome photography are so good and rich in
their display of tone and contrast
that they are an end in themselves
and completely satisfying artistically to their makers. But success is
the exception and most photographers do not attain such spectacular print quality routinely. The
addition of color makes most photographs much better - compare
today's color print snapshots with
those of the black & white variety
of a former era. The color has
raised the level considerably (with
a big assist indoors from electronic
flash). But in top level work, there
may not be so much difference.
Although, in their day, they got
little respect from "serious" photographers, I believe the best portrait work literally poured from the
still-photo departments of the old
movie studios in the heyday of
black & white cinema. They had
state-of-the-art equipment and
their models were the most photogenic people one could imagine. I
must admit that I get a reaction to

their best black & white portraiture, a special punch that I seldom
get from the later color portraits
produced for similar purposes. On
the other hand, although some
strident objectors to colorization
of old black & white movies would
have us believe that all of the old
monochromatic films were cinematically superb, that is far from
the truth. Many are greatly
improved by skillful colorization,
which has become quite an art in
itself with only a few short years of
experience behind it. Casablanca is
still my favorite all time movie and
although the photography is very
well done, it is my opinion that
the colorized version improved
some scenes considerably and hurt
none of them. It is even better colorized. Unfortunately, as I see it,
criticism of colorization is fraught
with snobbism and grossly unfair.
Not all black & white pictures take
well to tinting (or colorization) but
for those that do the option
should be open.
Would an Ansel Adams print

"PaintedPdny and Shadow" by Nancy Sobottka of Florence, OR shows the range of her
Nimslo camera in this popular view which traveled the Print Circuit. Fuji 200 film, printed on 72 RCF paper.
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with us. We can look forward to
lots of good Nimslo stereo for
years to come, but it won't be
lenticular.

Lucia Brann, 1902-1992

@CrystalGarland" by Mark Willke of Portland, OR was one of the fawrite views of 1991 in
the Beta IMoanspaw Circuit. it reveals the
of a heavy fmst on spider webs early one
morning of November, 1987. Taken with a Realist Macro and flash on Kodachrome 25 just as
things were starting to melt.

morrt

I regret to note the passing of
veteran Society member Lucia
Brann on March 31 at San Rafael,
CA. She was a long time member
of the Stereoscopic Society and was
an active contributor in Alpha
Transparency and the print circuits
until her health failed about a year
- a g a Outside of the Society, she
had a long history of active participation in organized amateur photography. She was a fine stereograher and we learned much from
her well-crafted Realist format
views, her viewcards, and from her
comments on our own entries. We
will miss Lucia.
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look as good in color as it does in
black & white? I have no idea. He
enjoyed making a sort of photograph that most, but not all,
admire. I do wish he had made
some of them in stereo he
did but I have never seen any.
Stereographs may not need to
have color, nor do color photographs have to be in stereo. I
would like to keep all of the choices available. For most transparency
work the choice of color has
already been made since the alternative is not readily found in the
marketplace. The option for stereo
is one that I, as well as most NSA
members I suppose, would elect.

Will it Fade?
Inevitably, with color photography the question arises as to
whether (or more accurately when)
it will fade. In my personal family
archives only Kodachrome and
tinted portraits are intact after
forty or so years. Other transparencies went flat and muddy. Early
Kodacolor prints turned yellow or
faded or both. But who and what
are we making pictures for? Mostly
it is for current pleasure, I would
venture to say. But we do like our
keepsakes to remain intact, and a
deteriorated photograph is a damaged historical document or a lost
family artifact. If we collect vintage photography, we may be even
more aware of such a loss. The old
stereo Amateur Photographic
Exchange Club only asked that

Society Membership

exchanged stereo prints not fade
for a year or two. We have come a
long way since then.

Stereo photographers new or
old, who may be interested in
sharing their images via mailed
folios by joining the Stereoscopic
Society, should write to Membership Secretary, E. Jack Swarthout,
12 Woodmere Dr., Paris, IL

Nimslo Revisited
In a Mar./Apr. 9 2 letter to Stereo
World, Nancy Sobottka of Florence,
OR, extolled the virtues of the
Nimslo camera in rebuttal to some
remarks I made in this column in
the Sept-/oct. issue. Nancy
a Nimslo with great
and her entries in the Society's
print circuits are competitive with
the best. I did not intend to leave
that the Nims10 is
the
a
Its
fixed focus and exposure features
are often virtues, and adaptive
lenses easily correct it for doseups
and scenics. It is an especially
good camera to use when quick
action is needed to get the picture,
and the folio entries show it to be
quite versatile in the hands of
Society members. Fine results
appear regularly in the Stereoscop
ic Society circuits.
One of Nancy Sobottka's print
entries is illustrated, showing the
range of the Nimslo using Fuji 200
film. The Nimslos are out there
being used, which is great. But the
original intent of obtaining lenticular prints has really not held up,
which was the big disappointment
to the manufacturers. Lenticular
prints, by and large, are not
impressive stereo, have not caught
on, and are not the future of all
those nice cameras that are still
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Prizes are limited to the worldwide fame
,d glory dting from the
of
your work. Anyone and any image in any
print or slide format b eligible. (~eepin
mind that images will be reproduced in black
and rtue.) mma
am
material and technical data u well as your
name and address. bch entrant may submit
up to 6 images per assipmat.
Any smeogqher, amateur or profession,, eligible.Stereos which have won Sscopic Wety or PSA competitions are equalh Wblet but PI- t ~ t o @ M m m a d e
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for the safety of photcmphs. please include
return postage with entries. Submission of an
image constitutes permission for its one-use
reproduction in stereo world.AU other rights
are retained by the photographa
Send all entries directly to: ASSIGNMENT
2-n
qn 71st, Portland, OR 97206
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n March of
a private museum opened in Albany, New York
Iunder
the name Hurst Son's Free
1871

&

Museum and Stereoscopic Studio
of Natural History. The Albany
Morning Express reported: "Many of
our citizens availed themselves of
the invitation of the Messers.
Hurst and yesterday visited their
elegant Museum and unequaled
Stereoscopic studio. Thirty years
have been devoted to the collection of the native and foreign
specimens to be found in the
Museum, and we can say without
fear of contradiction, that the dis-

play of birds cannot w surpassed '
in this country." The Daily Knickerbucker reported: "Aninstitution
that has long been needed, not
only for the benefit of our own atizens, but for the amusement and
edification of strangers visiting our
city."
James A. Hurst and his two sons
owned and operated the museum.
James Hunt was born in England
about 1810 and moved to Canada
at an early age. While in Canada
he learned the art of taxidermy. In
1847 he moved to Utica, New York
and opened a taxidermy shop. In
1849 he did some work for the

James Hurst's I

#GreatLoon or Diver" J.A. H m t First Sen'es,No. 23, 1871.mirth "1 LSKrsalism in
H m f s views is due to his use use of real water, real rocks, and real plants unlike other
studio "wildlife"views of the time. All views f b m colle&'m of the author and TX.
lteadwell.
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New York State Cabinet of Natural
History and subsequently was
hired in September of 1850 as New
York State's first taxidermist for the
sum of $200.00per year, for which
he was supposed to supenrise,
examine and keep in order the
State's collection of stuffed animals. His salary remained unchanged for twenty years and was
far below the wages paid to other
museum employees. Additional
income came from custom work
and sales of all types of mounted
birds and animals. An early advertisement stereograph of specimens
for sale read: "Prepared and

mounted by James A. Hurst, Taxidermist to the New York State Cabinet of Natural History." He held
this position until his death 32
years later. James married three
times and had two sons by his first
wife, both of whom died in the
1870s.
Located at numbers 9 and 11
Elm Street, the Hurst Museum
buildings were three story brick
residences that took three years to
remodel and included "skylights
which secure an outdoor effect"
and contained the family residence, museum, museum store

~seurnand Views

by Del Phillips o 1992

"Americmr W JA.Hmt First Series, NO. 24,1871. Many of

the H m r views involve

specimenseating or being eaten.
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and stereoscopic studio. Hur:, .dter
purchased number 13 Elm street
and increased the size of the museurn.
The museum was described as
"one of the most beautiful and
attractive collections of stuffed
birds and beasts that was ever Seen
in this country." Hurst was
described as a "pioneer in stagesetting" and the arrangement of
displays by other n~USeumSusing
naturalistic surroundings would
not appear for another decade.

- ..e Artist, and his friends." J.A. Hunt Sc~ixdSeries, No. 4, I,;,.
The store was at the exit of the
"Free" museum and the Albany
Morning Express wrote: "The sales
room is tastefully decorated; the
walls on all sides are hung with
hanging hat racks, surmounted by
bucks' heads." Sold in the store
were mounted animals and birds,
foreign and native bird skins, deer
heads, glass lamp shades, taxidermist supplies, artificial eyes, stereoscopes and stereoscopic views of

"Homed Grebe" JA.Hurst Fint Series, No. 16,1871.

museum exhibits. One advertisement read: "All subjects of Natural
History preserved and mounted to
order."
Located on the top floor of No.
11 Elm, the stereoscopic studio
was described by the Daily Knickerbocker this way: "In the upper portion of the building adjoining his
residence and museum is a stereoscopic studio where sketches of
animals and birds are taken in
their natural element. He has tanks
and water arrangements by which
he can create ponds, creeks, or

FOR DESCRIPTION. TURN OVER

J rre Frarie W
U I&.
~ nurst First Sem, No. 18,1871. Thr rdcscriptiwar dkr
seriesstartedin 1870with 10stereb a c k ~ n o m a r t l a t ~ t h e I c g - h d d t r a p , ~ ~ ~ ~ m t b o a n i r n aographs
l . ' r ~ followed by molher 14.
sqgests that Hurst may have intended a degree ofadiimialaomn#nt.
Each~pttwrsmarLcdr

"Entered aczmdhg to Ad of Confalls, the whole surrwith
ed that death resulted from
gress in the yeax 1870, by JamesA.
rocks, gravel, shrubbery, trees,
"Absorption into his system of
Hurst, in the Clerk's of&e of the
flowers, etc. to give the birds or
D i s t r k t ~ o f t h e N
Ws-~
arsenic, btge quantitiesof which
beasts their natural place in histowere used by him in his proksact of New York" whkh was the
sion." He was buried at Pottersville
p ~ f o r ~ o L Q h r r t
ry."
The museum closed in 1874
Cemetery in an unmvlrcd w e .
time.
after only three years of operation,
Aftet July 1871 a n o f h three
The Hunt Stmmpaphs
the disposition of the collection
sets of 12 stemgraphs each were
Seventy two stereogaphswere
unknown. James Hunt worked at
produced for a total of 60 stereopublished in two series. The drst
the New York State Cabinet of Natural History until two months
before his death on December 18,
".lice T
m atkrc#mrct dream. W e tlrolrght all mtm d m m h t to our will.'
1882- The New York Times rvtt-/,A. H m Sacond &&,m. m,187s.
I

graphs in the first series. The first
series contained approximately
200 birds and animals and were
described when Hurst in 1870
wrote of his project: "My interest
is to exhibit in every view, as nearly as possible, the locality which
each specimen inhabits, whether
rocks, woods, or waters. All specimens will be colored from the
original contained in my private
museum." Close examination is
needed as the views contain many
smaller specimens, lizards, frogs,
turtles, etc., that are easily missed.
The reverse of each stereograph
features the scientific description,

I
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"TheSnowy Owl- /A.Hurst First Series, nio. 2, 1870.

a reference to written publications,
and a detailed description of the
main subjects.
Stereographs were priced at 50
cents each. To put this in perspective, a journeyman craftsman
would only make from $2 to $7
per day, so in today's terms a stereograph would cost about $10 or
more. Stereographs could be purchased as boxed sets. The boxes
were of heavy red paper with

brown taped comers and a slip off
cover on the right side. The label
on the front contained a single
tinted picture of display number
24 and included Hurst laying
down behind the animals. The sale
of stereographs was probably his
biggest source of income and may
have been his best form of advertising.
Hurst stereographs were very
popular at the time and according

"GreatHomed Owl" J.A. Hurst First Series, No. 22, 1871.

kc.,;
* ;,'
w:rr

%d&n&ylra JA.IbrrstFhtSnia,
No. 17, 1871.Realismgmway~toasmrcof
the drentablc in the rabbits expression.

to Darrah: "The Hurst series was
published about the same time
that natural history instruction
was introduced in public high
schools and the use of so-called
visual aid materials was encouraged." Some of the first series stereographs were stamped "For Object
Teaching in Schools and Parlor
Entertainments." Hurst was one of
the fust to make boxed sets and to
produce stereographs for educational purposes.
The second series of 12 stereographs was devised by Hurst for
"Parlor Entertainment" that was
popular at the time and displayed
animals in amusing, sometimes
ludiaous poses that were cap
tioned with phrases of the era such
as, "Gorilla,From Africa, Supposed
To Be Our Next Of Kin," obviously
pointed at Darwin's "On The Chigin of Species." With the facility
available to Hurst, he undoubtedly
produced other stereographsthat
were never copyrighted.
Hurst's original plan was to produce 24 views of animals and birds
of North America, then: "We propose to continue and to add to
them a second series of foreign
spedmens, and a third of various
animals in grotesque attitudes never however violating the natural
instinctsof the animal." You can
see this plan was never completed.

ThefustserieswasallNorthAmerican specimensandthesecond
series was "Parlor Entertahnent."
This will explain the use of "First
Series" in Hurst's cataloging system.

Variants can be found of the
same stereograph number ranging
from repositioning of spedmens to
major scenery changes. Sgraph numbers can be faMd on
either left or right pichues and in
various positions within the picture.AUoftheSteftdZpophsu*ere
beautifully hand tinted. The colors
appeartobevery~andare
very consistent from view to view.
Thesourceofthetintingis
unknown.
All of the Hurst stereographs
were made by Eugene S.M. Haines,
who owned a photography shop
nearby at 478 Broadway. Haines
moved to Albany in 1865. During
his 18years in Albany he was said
to have photographed just about
everyone and everything in the
city. Haines published a small
series of stmographs containing
animals, including some of animal
orchestras. One can but wonder if
Hurst was not the source for these
animals.

The Ubrary of Congress opened
in 1875 and a copyright was isswd
starting with stereographs number
11through 24 under the name of

J.A. Hurst and dated 1871. Similar
copyrightswere~for12stereogmphs to J.A. Hunt in 1872,
another 12 in 1873,lZ stereostaphstoHunt&Sonin 1874,
dfinollynatingthesales with 12 stereosrophs to J.A.
Hunt in 1875. The o r i g b l hand
printedindexcatdsarestillonfile.
'
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weretobe~tedwitheach
reg&trationfez m
t
.
The
LibmyofCongresshas~
graphs number 1through 24 (of
whichnUmbers1throughlOwere
not issued a coppighi) and the
seumd~of12onfile.
k 1883S.M.Haincs sold his
negatWstoB.W.I(tlbumd
moved to Boston. Kilburn reproduced the stermgraphs giving
credit to Hurst's copyright of 1870.
Kilbum produced tinted and
untintd stereographs but the
quality was poor and they lacked
the detail of the Hurst o m .

Sources
NAHO Spring,1976
New York State Museum
saa#,w
o
p
i
d - vol. 3 NO.2, Maynune,
1976

Thc Wald0fStaeqraph.s-Willtamc.
Darah
T.K. l h d w d l m

motion pichue history - 70mm,
15 perforation - ten times the size
of a conventional 35mm frame
and three times larger than a normal 70mm movie frame. Goble
presses a button on his control
console and the two projectors
slide silently forward into position.
Another couple of buttons and the
house lights dim and the taped
introduction begins. One 6nal but-

and an entire cast of extremely
appealing, well-groomed, and wellrehearsed animal actors. These
The
bright scenes of nature are conLet's start with the oversized 3-D
trasted with shots of a dark,
glasses you receive when you enter
medieval-looking foundry. In this
the huge 980-seat Lockheed Picto"industrial revolution" workshop,
rium theater at the Great America
amidst smoke, sparks and molten
theme park in Santa Clara, Califormetal, a bearded sculptor (William
nia. The reason for the large glassLishman) assembles a massive bufes becomes clear when you see the
falo sculpture, incredibly beautiful
size of the screen, over 70 feet high
yet ominous
kith its metallic
surfaces reflecting the welder's
torch and
foundry fires.
Director Low,
with the aid of a
talented crew
including stereographerlcameraman Noel
Archambault,
has elevated 3-D
film to a new level of excellence.
All the traditional complaints of
the nast - eveProjectionist Howie Goble prepares to thread the flm thmugh the unique horizontal pathway of one of the huge lhUx sqain, ghosting*
misalignment,
projecton. (Stereo by Robert Bloomberg.)
and resulting
headaches - have
been virtually eliminated. Through
ton and the projectors start, the
and 91 feet wide. Paul Vega, Great
improvements in polarization, the
cue track on one keeping both proAmerica's technical supervisor,
light loss has been reduced by
jectors and the digital sound
says the 5-story tall silver screen
about 20% compared with the earequipment in perfect synch.
took two days to paint using autolier IMAX 3-D film. The large film
The opening shot, a panoramic
mated spraying equipment and a
and screen size makes possible
aerial view of the southern Alberta
full week to install.
close-up, life-size 3-D effects, the
wilderness, elicits the first of many
Up in the projection booth, promost powerful of any 3-D film in
collective sighs from the audience.
jectionist Howie Goble finishes
Dramatic time lapse shots of
memory.
threading the twin IMAX super
clouds and their shadows speeding
Low, whose previous credits
70mm projectors (each the size of
include the 2-D IMAX films Skyacross sculpted sandstone rocks
a large buffalo) with the film from
give way to close-ups of a grazing
ward and Beavers, describes The
two massive 4 foot d h e t e r
fawn (more sighs), a ferret cleaning Last Buffaloas a modem variation
spools. IMAX's unique rolling loop
it's den inches in front of your
of the Noah's Ark theme and
system, which feeds the film horiman's complex relationship with
nose, a cougar jumping into your
zontally through the projectors in
lap, a fish swimming through the
nature. He and his crew shot nearsmooth, wave-like motions, makes
hair of the woman in front of you,
ly 250,000 feet of film (combined
possible the largest film frame in
bigger truly is better.
And everything about Steven
SLow'ometimes
Last Buffalois bigger.
s
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A Review by Robert Bloomberg

screen, still has a look of amazescreen, and for a few moments
left and right images), over 6
ment on her face and is trying to
there is no separation between
hours, edited down to the film's
figure out how to convey her first
final27 minute length. Contained
reality and film.
3-D experience to friends back
in those 27 minutes are some
Up in the projection booth,
home. "I will tell them I am swimGoble has finished rewinding the
breathtaking images: the crackling
ming with fishes and petting a lion
two 100-pound reels of the second
sparks of a welding torch cuts
on my lap," she decides, smiling.
print of the film. (The two prints
seamlessly to an explosion of
The Last Buffalo plays 15 times
alternate every other show.) The
falling raindrops on a cliff top, a
daily, every 45 minutes, from
film ends, the houselights fade up,
cloud of foundry steam dissolves
loam to 8:30pm (10pm on Saturand with the push of another butmagically into mist that parts to
days) at Great America Park, Santa
ton the projectors slide back, the
reveal a majestic trumpeter swan
Clara, California (40 miles south of
lenses are checked, and the threadsoaring gracefully through a clear
San Francisco off highway 101)
ing process begins again.
sky, its pure white wingtip nearly
brushing against
your face. (The
location shooting
of the film was
covered in color
in the MayIJune
'89 Stereo World.)
In such a visual
tour-de-force it is
easy to overlook
the contribution
of the soundtrack. But the
crisp, hyper-reality of the 6 channel, plus sub-bass
surtound sound nYO sets of massive feed and take-up turntables fill the space armmd the MAX proiectors with moving film. (Stem by
Robert Bloomberg.)
is as large and
three-dimensionthrough October 25th. It is also
Outside the theater people are
al as the visuals themselves. Each
currently showing at the Vancoustill talking about their favorite
drop of rain, buzz of insect, or
ver CN IMAX theater through Sep
scenes. "The leaping cougar and
crackling twig complements and
tember 30,1992, and is scheduled
the rattlesnake always get the
enhances the power of the enorat the Montreal IMAX theater at Le
biggest audience reaction,"
mous 3-D images.
Vieux-Port de Montreal from Sep
explains Melissa Bader of Great
Oddly, despite several more dratember 28,1992 to May 27,
America's public relations departmatic through-the-window effects,
1993.m
ment, who has just seen the film
it is a quiet moment toward the
for the sixth time. One of our parend of the film which I found to
ty, Steve, a friend and 3-D film
be one of the most powerful. Folconnoisseur who has sampled all
lowing a dramatic fire sequence,
the theme park 3-D offerings
the scene once again returns to the
(MagicJourneys, Captain Eo, and
foundry, dark and damp, drenched
Muppetvision) declares The Last
by water, steam biowing off the
Buffalo to be the best of the lot.
floors and walls, each drop of
Another friend, Christine, visiting
water alive and echoing on the
from Germany, who spent much
soundtrack. The cool darkness of
of the film alternately ducking her
the cavernous IMAX theater perhead and reaching out toward the
fectly matches the atmosphere on
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CURRENT
INFORMATION ON
STEREO TODAY

by David Starkman &John Dennis

A Lighted View-Master
for the '90s

v

iew-Master is introducing the
first new lighted model viewer
since the discontinuation of the
Model H viewer in 1981, and the
Belgium-made Model 12 viewer.
The new viewer is unique for
View-Master in several ways. It is a
"dual-mode" viewer in that it will
work both as a hold-upto-thelight viewer, and as an internally
lighted viewer. This has been
achiwed by placing the light bulb
in the center between the two
slightly curved diffusers. This way,
the diffusers allow light to pass
through from the outside for external illumination, but act as reflectors for the internal illumination.
Circles and stars are cut out of the
body design in such a way that
they light up when the internal
light is on - to provide visual
interest for children.
The body is a bright "da-glo"
type of sturdy orange plastic, with
a yellow changing lwer. The magnification (4x) is the same as the
current standard model (too bad!)
with very clear, aberration-free
optics (at least in the sample we
examined).
The light switch is a very conveniently iocated yellow bar-on top
of the left eye-tube. Power is pro-

vided by two "Mabatteries in an
easily accessed swingdown compartment on the bottom of the
viewer. This also allows access to
the easily changed PR2 bulb.
Brightness can be nearly doubled
by substituting a Rayovac (or
equivalent) K2-2Krypton high
intensity bulb.
A final, perhaps sad, note is that
this is the first View-Master viewer
to be made in China, rather than
in Portland, Oregon or in Belgium.
It's the end of an era for View-Master manufacturing in the USA, but
the reels are still made here.

All in all, this is a very nicely
designed and well constructed
unit. While it won't replace my
favorite Model D focusing viewer
(with its 7x magnification), it is a
welcome addition to the ViewMaster line, and a must-add item
to any viewer collection. It also
helps to reinforce the fact that
View-Master is still a viable and
ever-changing product. The stock
number of the blister packed version of this viewer is No. 2053.
Exact sales introduction date and
price are not known at this time,
but I'd guess the retail price to be
in the $10.00 range.

Anaglyphic Paintings
Published
Those who attended the 1987
ISU congress in Switzerland saw

some of Dr. LAszl6 Fut6's anaglyphic art, including some amazing tapestries. Now 56 of his anaglyphic paintings can be viewed in
his new book Anag&h Painting.
Dr. Fut6 is a member of the Swiss
Stereo Society who has specialized
in 3-D painting for 20 years. His
112 page book includes an essay
on the place of anaglyph painting

in the history of art. The text and
captions are in German, French
and English, and the retail price is
SFr.95. Contact the author for
ordering information and shipping
costs. Dr. Uszl6 Fut6, Am Holbrig
13, CH-8049 Zurich, Switzerland.
This column depends on readers for information. (We don't know everything!) Send
information or questions to David Starkman,
PO. Box 2368, Culver City,CA 90231.

New Nishika Camera Model
While visiting my local camera
store recently I was surprised to see
a new model Nishika 3-D camera
in the second-hand sales display
case. I was so amazed that a new
model had been introduced without any of our usual "sources"
telling us about it, that I made a
call to Nishika to get the story.
The new Nishika N9000 (the
original one is the N8000) was
described to me as a "limited production experiment that was used
mainly in conjunction with promotional offers." I couldn't get
much more information, but was
told that the camera was already
"not available" from Nishika. (The
N8000 model is, however - see end
of article.)
With this much established, my
trusty partner Susan evaluated the
situation and said "you'd better go
buy that used one", which I did,
and can now report on.
The Nishika N9000 3-D camera
is a much more compact, simple,
and "honest" camera than the
original model. It lacks the deceptive fake motor drive, fake LCD
readout, lead weight, fake electric
eye and fake dedicated flash connection of the N8000. As you can
see in the photo, it is a compact
5.5" 2.75' x 2", weighs an incredibly light 8.5 ounces, and looks
much like any of the current crop
of compact focus-free all plastic
35mm cameras. It has no electronics at all, featuring a single
mechanical shutter speed of 1/70
second (versus the Nimslo fl5.6 to
fl22 automatic, and the N8000
f/19, f / l l and f/8 manual.) There is
a sliding quadra lens cover,
thumb-wheel film advance, standard flash hot shoe, and four
34mm lenses. ISOIASA 200 print
film is recommended for outdoors

only, and ISOIASA 1600 print film
is recommended for indoors only.
Quite a limitation! The image format is identical to the Nimslo/
Nishika standard. The camera
seems to be 90% plastic construction and is made in China.
Stylistically the camera is attractive, but I'd still say that if you
want a camera of this format the
original Nimslo is still the no-question winner in design and technical specifications as a "real" camera. It is interesting that Nishika
has even bothered to produce a
second model, and I would speculate from my conversation with
Nishika, and from examining the
camera, that this was definitely
intended to be a cheaper camera
(cheaper to produce, at least) that
they could probably offer "free"
along with some type of promotion. As such, it may make for an
interesting collectors item, but not
a "new, improved" model.
A final note regarding the
instruction manual for the camera
is that, at the end, instead of the
usual free (800) telephone numbers for technical or film processing inquiries, there are two (900)
telephone numbers which will

charge a 95u per minute information processing fee!

Lower Prices,
Bigger Enlargements
On a more positive note, 1 got
the latest order forms and am
pleased to report that Nishika is
offering lower print prices. The
most current price list shows $4.14
for a 12 exposure (6 print) roll,
$8.28 for a 24 exposure (12 print)
roll, and $12.42 for a 36 exposure
(18 print) roll, plus a flat fee of
$2.95 per roll for shipping and
handling. These are the lowest
prices since Nishika took over the
Nimslo printing.
Reprints are $1.75 each for 3.5"
x 4.5" prints and $8.95 for 8" 10"
enlargements.
Nishika has a commercial division which now offers even larger
prints. Size 16" 2O"prints are
$85.00 each, and 2 0 9 24' prints
are $150.00 each. The 16" x 20"
and 20" 24' sizes can also be
ordered as transparencies for $5.00
less (each) than the print price. I
suggest that you call Nishika at
(702) 435-9000 to request current
price lists, order forms, and mailing envelopes before sending in
any film.

Nishika Now Sells Direct

Realist
Repair Manual
Noting last issue's feature on the
Realist Custom, NSA member Ed
Romney wrote to remind readers
that his Realist Repair Manual is

still available. The price is $18 plus
$4 shipping, and he accepts Visa
and Mastercard. His new address is
Box 96, Emlenton, PA 16373.

In spite of the multi-level marketing scheme, Nishika now will
send you a price list to order the
camera directly. The N8000 model
is listed at $249.95. Call (702) 4351599 for information or an order
form.
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( NSA '92 View-Master Reels I
The three-reel View-Master packet made for the 1992 NSA convention this August in Fort Wayne,
Indiana is now available by mail
for those who were unable to
attend. Unlike the old style commemorative packet designed for
the 1989 convention in Portland,
this set is in a standard blister-pack
card of the "Scenic America" style.
Inside the outline U.S. map, "NSA
NATIONAL CONVENTION Fort
Wayne, Indiana 1992" appears in
red letters, and titles from the reels
are printed on the back of the
card.
Reel A features 7 outstanding
views inside the Auburn, Cord,
Duesenberg Museum in Auburn,
Indiana stereographed by Wolfgang Sell. Both vintage auto and
stereo enthusiasts will easily find
the set worth ordering for this reel

"1929 Auburn Cabin Speedster Prototype" is Scene 6 from Reel A of the 1992 NSA View-Master 3-reel set. Like several of the cars in the museum, this is a priceless, one-of-a-kindgem.
(Stereo by Wolfgang Sell.)

alone. Those who visited the
museum as part of the 1992 NSA
convention tour will probably find
the stereos on this reel much better than they were able to shoot

I

Dots Spread by Mail

'

The latest format for singleframe random dot stereograms is
i the 4 x 6"postcard. Along with
random dot posters, calendars,
puzzles and do-it-yourself computer programs, N.E. Thing now offers
a set of 8 black & white random
dot "STARE-E-0" 3-D postcards with
images similar to the sample seen
here. Now you can confuse, frustrate, delight or educate your

friends while convincing the post
office that coded messages are
being transmitted. A very brief
freeviewing instruction is printed
on the message side of the cards,
along with the N.E. Thing phone
number for those who give up in
desperation .
The card sets are $5.00 including
postage from: N.E. THING Enterprises, Box 'Q37 ?am""?ge, MA 021
')"

themselves in the busy two-story
building packed with rare and classic cars.
Reel B offers collectors excellent
copies of 1870s San Francisco
views from Watkins' New Series.
These street scenes, including two
of cable cars, are among the most
prized of Watkins' images and
leave you wishing there were more
reels like this. The one interior
view shows the tables, gaslights
and decor of a Chinese restaurant
in dramatic stereo.
Reel C takes View-Master collectors on a tour of the viewer assembly line in the Portland plant
through stereographs by Wolfgang
Sell. Scene 7 is a particularly good
view of the William Gruber Memorial on the grounds of the ViewMaster
- .--- - -- ~ l a n t .

The 1992 sets are $5.00 including postage from NSA, PO Box 398,
Sycamore, OH 44882.
i
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5-Lens 3-D
for 220 Film
The makers of the Imaae Tech 3D 1000 camera (SW ~an.fieb.'91,

page 26) have announced the
introduction of a new "professional" version of the lenticular ~ r i n t
camera. It &ll use 220 roll fflm to
record images from five 125mm
lenses in the 645 format. More
information on the new camera
(called the Image Tech PR0645)
will be presented when it becomes

1
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Robocop
by Craig Busch
hen I got hired to work on
W
"Robocop 2", I decided to
photograph the entire production
in 3-D. It was a big-budget special
effects movie that had a lot to
photograph. My idea was to shoot
3-D on the set everyday during the
4 month shooting schedule to try
and produce a View-Master set of
the movie. I had an opportunity
that View-Master could not afford
- of having a photographer on the
set every day.
I got cooperation and support
from the producer, the publicist,
and the still photographer, who
gave me countless rolls of film and
allowed me the privilege of shooting in areas that normally would
only have been available to her.
I carried two stereo cameras with
me at all times - a Realist Custom
and a Realist 2.8. Since we shot
indoor and outdoor, day and
night, I usually loaded one with
Ektachrome 160 (tungsten) for
indoor or night, and the other

I
Brain

in its tar&.

tions.

Director watching set-up with Robocop 2.

Robocop destroys brain in streef.
,. . ,. ....
. .-~.
---,-.-.-....-. <--....-....-"..---

Close-up of Robowp puppet.
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During the first three weeks, we
shot the final battle scene outside
at night in front of the Wortham
Theater. This required Iktachrome
160 pushed two stops to 640and
shooting most shots at I4.s second
at fl2.8. Later indoor shooting in
the lab and the Robochamber only
required a one-stop push to 320
which produced a sharper, less
grainy image.
Every day, I would go through
the shooting schedule and select
scenes that would be good for a
condensed story on a View-Master
set. Some scenes like the brain
floating in a tank, kept getting
rescheduled. They finally shot it
on the stage one day while I was
gone. I returned to find them
about to dismantle that set. I convinced them to wait ten minutes
while I shot a roll of it.
One shot that I wanted was a
close-up of the steel spike in Robocop's hand. For this, I had to enlist
the help of the Roboteam who
operated all of the spedal Robo
parts. One day when they had the
spedal prop out, I asked them to
set it up in front of a computer
bank. They did, and I shot it coming out through the stereo window.
Another interesting prop was
the full-size articulated puppet of
Robacop dismantled as created by
Rob Bottin. It took nine pup
peteers to operate it. It could move
its head, open its eyes and mouth,
move its arms, and ask to see an
agent. Even a close-up 3-Dshot
looked completely real. Until the
day that it showed up on the set,
no one had any idea how amazing
and realistic it would look. There
were so many people crowding
around it that I had to wait until
t
"clean" shots
lunch to s h o ~some
of it.

on. This make-up took 4-6 hours
to apply and we only filmed him
twice in it for about three hours
each time. The problem was that
Peter had become more dif6cult
about anyone but the still photographer shooting his picture on the
set. When he had the Robo helmet
on, he usually couldn't see well
enough to notice me shooting pictures. But with his helmet off, I
would be quite obvious.
I asked one of Peter's assistants
to relay a message to him.If he
would allow me to shoot some 3-D
shots of him without his helmet
on, I would give one of them to
him with a viewer. He agreed without really understanding what it
was I wanted to do. Later, I gave
him one of the shots with a stealthe-light viewer and he was, in his
assistant's words, "blown away" by
it.
In all, I shot 20-25 rolls of film
in 3-D and was even planning to
shoot some close-up stereo of the
miniature sets that Phil Tippett
was animating in San Francisco. I
talked to the Robocop Merchandising company and found that they
were in favor of doing a View-Master set, although they warned me
that View-Master had rejected this
idea on both the first Robocop and
the Robocop cartoon series, citing
the violence and the R rating.
I tried eveqthing to convince
View-Master to produce the set,
but in the end, our goals were
quite different. I wanted to produce a good quality View-Master
set of a movie, featuring actual 3-D
photography done on the set.
They wanted to keep Disney, their
major client, happy. And producing a set of an R-rated movie was
not their idea of doing that. Still, it
was fun to shoot and is always fun
to show whenever possible. W

Finale of Robocop 2.

"Water Balloon in Early Pop" was triggered by a microphone within inches of
the balloon to capture the initial split in
the balloon and its effect on the water.
Dual Spotmatics and Ektachrome 100.
All stereographs by the author.

"Water Balloon in Late Pop" With the
microphone moved farther from the balloon, it is seen completely burst in half
with the water frothing outward everywhere except along the outline of the initial split by the dart.

"Water Balloon in Very Late Pop" was
made with the microphone about 7 feet
away, where it missed the sound of the
pop and didn't fire the flash until it
picked up the sound of the dart falling
into thepan under the balloon. Captured
was this still balloon-shaped mass of
water, opened in pee-fall like the cocoon
of some ravenous alien insect.

by Franklin J. Flocks

w

en the late Harold Edgerton
of MIT developed the strobe
flash back in the 1930s, he immediately started using his invention
to make things visible which had
never been seen with the naked
eye. The public was amazed to see
pictures of bullets going through
playing cards, balloons popping,
footballs being compressed by the
foot of a kicker at the moment of
impact, and milk drops forming a
crown shape, upon impact with a
saucer of milk.
The addition of 3-D adds to the
surreal effect of high-speed photography. Fortunately, high-speed
photography is remarkably easy
and inexpensive to do. Any camera can be used, so long as it has a
provision for making time exposures (a "B" or "T" setting.) The
action-stopping effect is achieved
by using a strobe flash in a darkened room and a triggering device
that sets off the flash at the proper
time. Mggering devices generally
fall into three categories: sound
triggers that set off the flash when
a noise is made, electric eye triggers
that set off the flash when an
object passes through a light
beam, and mechanical triggers that
use a trip wire or similar device. All
of the views on these pages were
taken using a sound trigger. For
example, in the balloon photos,
the camera was focused on the balloon, the room lights were turned
off, and the camera shutter
opened. The dart was then

thrown, and the sound of the balloon starting to break was picked
up by a microphone. The signal
from the microphone was fed
through an amplifier which was
connected to a "Silicon Controlled
Rectifier" (SCR)which is a transistor-like device that acts as an electronic switch to fire the flash. The
shutter was then closed and the
room lights turned back on.
Sound travels at about 1000 feet
per second. Bu~stingballoons and
light bulbs may be photographed
at any stage of collapse by moving
the microphone closer or farther
away. For each foot the microphone is moved away from the
sound source, the photograph is
taken about Mooo of a second later.

With my equipment, if the microphone is placed about six inches
from a collapsing balloon, the picture will show a balloon which is
just beginning to burst. At four
feet, the balloon appears almost
completely shriveled up.
Most modem flash units contain
a thyristor photo cell circuit,
which is used to control exposure
by reducing the light output when
the flash is moved closer to the
subject. The reduction in light output is accomplished by shortening
the flash duration rather than than
by reducing the brightness of the
light. (The photo cell senses
reflected light returning from the
subject. When enough light hits
the photo cell to indicate a proper

I

"LightBulb Smash" was taken with dual Spotmatfa on Ektachnnne ZW.
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supply store for about one dollar.
(Radio Shack, for example, sells a
heavy duty SCR for $1.19, catalog
number 276-1020.) I then cut off
the end of a PC cord from a flash
and connected the two leads to the
SCR.
An SCR has three terminals; an

"AirBalloons and Multiple Darts" captures this balloon in mid pop, half of it still perfectly
inflated by the air now nrshing out. Stereo Realist with Ektachnnne 100.
*.
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"Rear View of Air Balloon Popping" pmvides a fiesh angle on the usual powlPoWlng balloon shot,
in addition to bdng in 3-0.Stereo Realist with Ektachmme 100.

exposure, the thyristor cuts off the
flash.) A typical consumer flash
unit will produce light for about
Mooo of a second at full power, but
only for about yjo,ooo of a second
when the flash is brought very
near the subject. This fact makes
ordinary consumer flashes ideal for
taking high-speed photos of the
type seen here. (Many flashes also
have manual reduced power settings, which also work by shortening flash duration.)
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My high-speed equipment is the
ultimate in simplicity. I use the
ampliiier in a twenty year old cassette tape recorder to trigger an
SCR. When a standard cassette tape
recorder is placed in the "record"
or "record - pause" mode, sound
from the microphone will feed
through to the earphone jack, so
that the recording can be monitored. I simply cut off the earphone and replaced it with an SCR,
which I obtained from an electric

Anode, a Cathode and a Gate. The
positive terminal of the PC cord
goes to the Anode and the negative terminal goes to the Cathode.
If the polarity is correct, the flash
(if it is charged up) will fm once,
as soon as the second PC lead is
connected to the SCR. The two earphone leads are then connected to
the Cathode and to the Gate of the
SCR (The polarity of these leads
does not appear to be important.)
The tape recorder's record level or
earphone level control is used to
set the sensitivity of the sound
trigger. For the air balloon shots it
was possible to set the sensitivity
very low, because the balloons
made a loud noise when they
burst. The water balloons made
much less sound, and it was therefore necessary to turn the sensitivity up - which made the flash likely
to f i at the wrong time.
I can't guarantee that this simple
circuit will work with everybody's
equipment, but the Radio Shack
SCR mentioned above requires
about 25 rnilli-amps to trigger it,
which is slightly below the middle
range of power that can be expected to be produced by the earphone
jack of a consumer cassette tape
recorder. Cassette recorders with
manual record levels controls are
likely to work better than those
with automatic record level control because of a cleaner signal.
Three words of CAUTION are in
order for anyone attempting to
build a sound trigger: First, battery
powered flash units contain a storage capacitor with a high voltage
circuit. Never disassemble one
unless you know exactly what you
are doing. Second, while the voltage going from the flash to the PC
cord is at a safe level on most
modem flash-, I can't promise
you that your particular equipment will not expose you to dangerous voltages if you start cutting
wires. Third, if you hook the SCR
up wrong and start feeding current
from your flash unit directly into
your tape recorder's amplifier, you

could damage the amplifier - so
don't use an expensive tape
recorder.
My primary flash is a Honeywell
Strobonar 780. This was one of the
first Honeywell flashes with a
thyristor type circuit. After it flashes, even when it is brought close to
the subject, it takes about 10 seconds to recycle because it always
fully discharges its capacitor,
regardless of how much energy is
needed to take the picture. More
modern flash units retain the
unused energy, and can fire again
almost immediately if the initial
flash doesn't fully dissipate the
charge in the capacitor. As a result,
modern flashes that are triggered
by the simple SCR circuit described
above can cause double exposures
if the microphone senses more
than one sound. (For example, the
sound of glass breaking, followed
by the sound of glass hitting the
floor.) Doubtlessly there are more
sophisticated circuits that can prevent this from happening.
Most of the stereographs shown
here were taken using a second
flash (triggered by a slave unit) in
order to increase the amount of
light reaching the subject, without
an increase in the duration of the
light. I have found that standard
slave units operate so quickly that
they don't cause any appreciable
blur with the kind of [closeup] pictures that I take.
I use a variety of cameras: a
Stereo Realist, a Nikon F3 with a
beam splitter, two Honeywell Spotmatics bolted together through the
tripod sockets, and most recently a
Nimslo. Nimslos don't have a B or
T setting, but if the batteries are
inserted backwards into the Japanese version of the Nimslo, the
shutter will stay open (at fl5.6) for
as long as the shutter release is
depressed. (For some reason, this
won't work on the U.K.version of
the camera.) With a suitable cable
release to keep the shutter open,
and a plus 2 closeup lens placed
over the center two lenses of the
camera, a Nimslo can be used to
take excellent high-speed 3-D
closeup views. (The manufacturer
does not recommend putting the
batteries in backwards because of
possible damage to the camera but so far I have had no problems
with my Nimslo.) m

For all standard
Realist 3D stereo slides.4
Glass or cardboard
mounted. Folds flat,
weighs only 1 oz.
Prepaid minimum order
$10.00. Add $1.00 for
shipping and handling.
FREE CATALOG AVAILABLE.
TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE

800-223-6694
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MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
MINIMUM ORDER S20.00

TAYLOR MERCHANT CORP. 212 West 35th Street New York, NY 10001

1I

LIMITED EDITION viewmaster reel
CUSTOM-MADE PROMOTIONAL ITEM made for the
WlLL VINTON PRODUCTIONS SPECIAL
"A CLAYMATION EASTER"
$15 signed by WlLL VINTON or $8 unsigned
Send a self-addressed, stamped envelope
and a check or money order to:
Will Vinton Productions
Attn: Juli- Artline Dept.
1400 NW 22nd Ave.
Portland, OR 97210

Please enroll me as a member of the National Stereosco ic Associati01
I understand that m one-yearsubscription to Stem orZd will be@
with the arch/April issue of the current year.

4

L

U.S. membership mailed third class ($22).

U.S.membership mailed first class for faster delivery ($32).
Foreign membership mailed surface rate, and first class to Canada ($34).
Foreign membership mailed international airmail ($48).
Send a sample copy ($5.50).
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PO Box 14801, Columbus, OH 43214
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New Natural History Fi:
the big 3-D news of
1992 did not originate at Expo
S92urprisingly,
in Seville, Spain. True, 3-D was
represented (more in a future
issue) but the innovative 3-D
events happened in Sudbury,
Canada and in Poitiers, France, at
two world-famous science and
communications centers. In late
spring, two 3-D films, Shooting Star
and 3-0Safari, featuring the talents of ~ A a d i a nstereobapher
Noel Archambault opened to
enthusiastic audiences and critical
acclaim.
Archambault's short but meteoric career includes first camera
assistant credits for the IMAX film
Niagara: Miracles, Myths and Magic,
and for Transitions, the first IMAX
3-D film. In 1990, he was IMAX
location directorlcamera operator
for At the Max, the definitive
Rolling Stones concert film. The
3-D films that established his repu-

tation as a respected stereographer
were The Last Buffalo in IMAX 3-D
and Echoes of the Sun in IMAX
SOLIDO, the two runaway film hits
at Expo 90 in Osaka, Japan. (Stereo
World Mar./Apr. '89 and Sept./Oct.
'90.) In 1992 Archambault has
done it again. He had not one, but
two 3-D films open within a
month of each other - a rare
achievement!

Sudbury's Shooting Star
Science North in Sudbury, Canada is sold on 3-D. After featuring
an eight-year run of Wilderness
(Stereo World Jan.lFeb. '85), the
acclaimed 70rnm dual-projector
3-D film that opened the center in
1984, Science North introduced a
revolutionary new 70rnm film in
June of this year.
Shooting Star combines just
about every form of leading-edge
6lm technology imaginable: the

Noel Amhambault with the Hines Steredam (NewViews, luly/Aug. '90)and CP-65 cameras
used to film Shooting Star. (Stereo by Robert Gagne.)

heightened pictorial quality of
70mm images, 3-D laser imagery,
realistic 3-D computer animation
graphics, special theatrical effects
including lasers in the auditorium,
and a 16-track system that reproduces every sound with stunning
fidelity. More good news? It all
works!
In the wrong hands this technological combination could be overwhelming, but directorlwriter
David Lickley, director of photography Harry Lake and stereographer Noel Archambault have collectively created an informative and
entertaining film that pushes 3-D
to the limit. ShootingStar was produced by Walter Woloschuk, who
heads Walleye Productions Inc., a
Toronto-based company working
in a variety of production media
including documentary and commercial films and music videos.
Wilderness was a tough act to
follow admits Lickley, the senior
producer of Science North. "The
Christopher and Francis Chapman
film (Brian Holmes was stereographer) was incredibly popular and
many people returned to see it
again and again. That film was a
first-time 3-D experience for most
visitors. People who live in northem Ontario don't often get a
chance to see 3-D, nor do most
people from other parts of the
province and country for that matter. There was no question that our
next film would be in 3-Dl and it
would include new technology like
3-D laser imagery and computer
animation."
Like the center itself, Shooting
Star reflects the importance of scientific inquiry and respect for the

ns With Drama & Depth
environment. The film celebrates,
not only the culture of native people, but also the traditional values
by which man lives in harmony
with nature.
"The story is one we wanted to
tell for a long time," says Lickley.
"Sudbury, which is the nickel capital of the world, is built on top of
this wonderful geology which
we've tried to explain in our
exhibit area. We always wanted to
do something on a larger scale to
explain the formation of this part
of the earth because it's a fascinating story."
Shooting Star explores nearly five
billion years of geological history,
culminating with the earth-shattering impact of a giant meteorite
(done with computer animation)
believed to have formed the Sudbury Basin where rich minerals are
still mined today. The film features
two characters, an Ojibwa elder
(actor Gary Farmer) who embodies
traditional values and a deep
understanding of the past, and his
granddaughter (actress Sharon
Petahtegoose), a young, imaginative girl from the city who has
rarely been exposed to the traditional way of life or to the wilderness. The elder wants to pass his
understanding of nature to this
highly skeptical girl, and together
they set forth on a journey of discovery and environmental appreciation.
"The film is a marvelous marriage of science, education and
drama in an entertaining and
believable story," says Archambault. "Most 3-D films shown at
science centers and special theme
parks are documentary or science

films, with the occasional vignette
featuring brief appearances by
actors or athletes. The human dra-

ma that develops in this film
between the two central characters
allowed me to vary the lenses from

Ontario Funds 3-D
Research
ithout major funding from Canada's Ontario government, it's
doubtful that quality 3-D 70mm films like Shooting Star, Wilderness
and Ontari-o! would have been made. (The federal government and private sector assisted with financial backing.)
The Ontario government, through the Ontario Technology Fund, is
currently participating in the funding of research for IMAX SOLIDO, the
wide-field dome screen 3-D experience from lmax Systems Corporation.
The government is matching the company's 4.5 million (U.S.) investment for research over the next five years into every aspect of the
SOLIDO system, including the camera, unique projection, electronic liquid crystal glasses, digital sound, dome screen, computer graphics
potential and film processing.
"At Imax, our long-standing commitment to research and development is at the heart of our ability to be a significant exporter of Canadian technological innovation," said Fred Klinkhammer, Imax's President
and chief executive officer, when the announcement was made last year.
"The Ontario government's decision to match our investment will
ensure the commercial development of a brilliant 3-D concept. Support
from the Ontario Technology Fund means that a Canadian technology
can now establish a 3-D commercial niche in the highly competitive
global marketplace."
Associates in the project include the University of Ottawa, the University of Toronto, the University of Waterloo, the National Research Council of Canada, Litton Systems Canada Limited, C and V Engineering, and
Sonics Associates Inc., the lmax sound design and manufacturing subsidiary.
A large portion of the research will take place a t Imax's new facility in
the Sheridan Park Research Community in Mississauga, Ontario (near
Toronto). JohnShaw, Imax's project manager for the new Sheridan Park
operation and for the Technology Fund research program, will coordinate the ongoing activities between lmax engineers and the numerous
associates critical to the project.
3-D is alive and well in Canada! m
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HYouln?going to need all of your imagination," Shooting Star's grandfather (Gary Farmer)
tells his gaddaughter (Shannon Petahtegoose) as they begin their journey through the lakes,
riven and geology of northern Ontario. As they encounterp e n t day wildlife, he conjures up
ancient life fmms (through 3-D laser animation) which appear in the air w e them. Black
Lake, WhitefishIndian Reserve, S-,
Canada. (Stereo by Noel Arrhambault.)

45mm to 150mrn. Visually, the
wide variety of doseups and wide
shots make for a much more interesting 6lm." For a comparison,
Archambault points out that the
IMAX 6lm The Last Buffalo was
shot with just wide 50mm lenses,
and regular IMAX films are shot
with standard 40rnm landscape
lenses.
For Shooting Star, the "StereoCam" rig came from Hines Laboratory in Glendale, California. The
CP-65 65mm cameras, the same
ones used in Showscan films, came
from Cinema Products. With the
cameras, the rig weighed about

240 pounds (the head weighed
another 100 pounds) and was swprisingly flexible and easy to use
says Archambault. His interocular
adjustments were 0 to 4.5 inches
and convergence was infinity to 4
feet. The camera configuration was
the same as an IMAX 3-D set-up.
The right camera sits straight forward while the left is basically
pointed at the ground. Both cameras shoot into a beam splitter: the
right sees through the splitter, the
left gets its inverted image off the
mirrored surface. Since the film
format operates vertically, the left
camera operates in reverse to avoid

doing optical printing with the
left-eye images.
Shooting Star cost about $1.8 million (U.S.). More than half its budget was financed by the Ontario
Ministry of Culture (see following
story) and the rest by the federal
government and private funding.
It was in production for two years.
Actual filming began in May, 1991,
and continued until September.
During that period, the film crew
traveled to Australia and Iceland.
In Australia an underwater
sequence depicting the Great
Barrier Reef was filmed looking
into a 6 x 6 x 4%foot deep tank at
Queensland Heron Island Research
Center, a university research station. The tank included brightly
colored coral and invertebrate life
such as jelly fish, comb jellies,
sponges, etc., representing the Silurian period about 450 million
years ago.
In Iceland, the iceberg fields
were photographed for the Ice Age
sequence, while a desolate volcanic landscape and a steaming,
bubbly mud landscape were photographed for the primordial period of time. Shooting was completed at the Whitefish Indian ReSe~e
in Sudbury and on Manitoulin
Island in Northern Ontario. All
film was then transferred to video.
The first cut of the film was done
on video before selected takes were
actually printed and cut together
on 70mm stock.

Stereo Last Fatasies
by Don Marren

in the air over and over several times a second. "Now,

o w do we perceive entire laser images, when all that
exists is a rapidly moving laser beam? "It's all in the
i mind," says Robert Mueller, art director at Laser Fantasy
International (LFI) in Bellevue, Washington, the company
i that created the laser imagery for Shooting Star. "The
beam terminating on the screen surface is reflected back

I

%K

This is the first 3-D movie in
north America to incorporate 3-D
laser animation (see separate story). The technical wizardry was
designed, produced and animated
by Laser Fantasy International in
Bellvue, Washington, the leaders
in this field.
Close to four minutes of 3-D
laser animation are utilized
throughout the 30-minute length
of Shooting Star. The technology is
generally employed as special
effects when the grandfather conjures up images of ancient life
forms or invokes the powers of his
granddaughter's imagination. "The
use of 3-D lasers is not a gimmick,"
says Lickley. "Within the context
of our film, it makes perfect sense
to use free-floating 3-D laser
images."
Anticipating where lasers were
to be used posed no problem for
Archambault. "When the rock
paintings in a cave come to life as
laser images, all I had to do was set
the convergence of the shot to
leave enough room for the lasers
to come forward from the screen.
It was something I've never had to
do before because I never really
found pulling convergence useful,
but in this case it was necessary.
We would start with a regular shot
with the characters and pull convergence, pushing everything back
into the screen to allow the laser
images to come off the rock and
move around in space."

The CP-65 cameras on the Shooting Star hyperstereo rig, set at a separation ofabout 30 inches. (Stereo by Noel Archambault.)

The climax of Shooting Star features 3-D computer animation by
Santa Barbara Studios in California
- and it is nothing short of spectacular. After a shower of small
meteorites, a huge meteorite 2.5
miles in diameter floats towards
the audience and gradually slides
below the screen edge. We follow
its path towards Earth until a huge
ball of fire streaks towards the
camera and explodes in our face.
The meteorite has hit Earth, and
with more computer animation we
see the formation of what has
become the mineral-rich Sudbury
Basin of today. Adding more realism to this explosive moment is
the use of special low-frequency
sound effects which literally

- two small oscillating mirrors, a beam of laser light and a
screen. The first mirror oscillates from side to side in the
horizontal (X) axis. The oncoming laser beam reflecting
off this mirror then strikes a second mirror, which oscillates up and down in the vertical (Y) axis. It is the individual movements of these mirrors which can position the
laser beam anywhere on the screen surface. Nearly
35,000 individual XY coordinates every second are sent
to these mir
r the beam to
specific dest
3-D laser images are slightly different than 2-D laser
images, which are basically connect-the-dot drawings.

vibrate the auditorium's seats
(shades of Sensurround?). Director
Lickley's sense of theatrics - and
showmanship - even includes illuminating a large number of objects
in the auditorium (everything
from a dinosaur skeleton to an
actual meteorite from the Smithsonian Institution) during the
film. These effects do not interfere
with the film itself.
The 300-seat Cavern Theater,
where Shooting Star is presented, is
just as unique as the film. The
exhibit entrance into Science
North is a long tunnel blasted
through solid rock. The auditorium with its 33-foot high rock walls
is at the end of the tunnel. This
atmosphere creates the right mood

apply rotation, scaling, positioning, perspective,or depthcuing functions to the image. 3-0 functions require the Z
component in their calculations."
Although 3-D laser graphics can be created three different ways, LFlls primary technique involves first drawing
multiple views of the object and then digitizing the information into the computer as 3-D coordinates. Using realtime functions within the company's computer software
system, the finished object can be viewed from any
anqle, and an entire scene can be senerated simply
. . by.
set'iing up a path for the object to 'iollow. This path
manipulates the object's position, scale and rotation
angles without the necessity of drawing and digitizing
.
frames of animation.
scan 3-D imagery, two polarized iniages are
"@d;ale'ft' a ~ adright vikw.' The XYZ data sent out
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Shooting Star Fint Camera Assistant Peny Hoffinan with the Hines rig at Vatnajokull Glacier
in Iceland. In this sequence, time-lapse photography reveals a dynamic landscape with clouds
forming and disappearing above the ice field while a 3-0animated laser ride through a twisting mine shap thncstr the audience 18,000 years into thepast at thepeak of the last great ice
age.

for the story about the meteorite
that unfolds on the large 19 x 42
foot screen.
Lickley reports that new exhibits
were added and older exhibits
were altered to tie in with the
film's theme. In a special display
area, the center is even exhibiting
slides and stills which help to
explain old and new 3-D technology. "We've linked everything
together in an interesting and
informative way," he says proudly.
Science North is widely
acclaimed for its innovative
approach to science and education, and is considered to be one

of the top science centers in the
world. It is northern Ontario's
chief tourist attraction, drawing
over 1.4 million visitors since it
opened in 1984. Over 40,000
schoolchildren visit the facilities
each year in organized tour
groups. Royalty, too, continues to
play an important part in its history. Queen Elizabeth I1 officially
opened the center. Last year Prince
Charles and Diana, the Princess of
Wales, were so impressed with the
center they arranged for their sons
Princes William and Harry, who
were in Toronto at the time, to

from the computer is all that's necessary to create these
two views. However, this data, before continuing on to
the laser projector, passes through another key piece of
hardware called the Realtime Stereo 3-D Processor

make an unofficial visit the next
day.
Shooting Star is set for a five-year
run at Science North, the first year
being the exclusive Canadian
showing. "We'd like to see this
film shown in as many places as
we can," says Lickley. "There are a
lot of untapped opportunities in
the 3-D world. Some of those 15year-old films still running in science centers and theme parks need
to be replaced to keep interest in
3-D alive. It's really an impoverished market, especially when you
see so much 3-D junk being
made."
Like Wilderness, ShootingStar will
eventually find homes in Toronto's
Ontario Place and at Parc Asterix
in France. Lickley is actively seeking distribution of his film
throughout the world.
In Sudbury, ShootingStar will be
shown up to 10 times a day during
peak tourist season. Three or four
of these showings will be in
French. (The on-camera dialog was
filmed in both English and
French.)
Sudbury is only a four-hour drive from Toronto; flying time is
about one hour. The city has a
population of about 89,000 and
last year it was chosen by Chatelaine, a national Canadian magazine, as one of the 10 best Canadian cities in which to live.
For more information about the
center and the Sudbury area, write
to Science North, 100 Ramsey Lake

This device uses the XYZ data to create the new
left and right XY coordinates as fast as the computer can
feed them. The new coordinates then pass to two independent scanner sets which are precisely registered to
each other on the screen surface.
In order to remain compatible
with 3-D film, the laser beams
(RS3DP).

Rd., Sudbury, Ont. P3E 5S9, Canada. Telephone: (705) 522-3701.
Fax: (705) 522-4954.

A 3-D Safari in Poitiers
Almost every film format imaginable is showcased at Futuroscope
-The European Park of The Image
- in Poitiers, France. Here you'll
enjoy Showscan films, a 360degree CircoRama presentation,
IMAX, OMNIMAX, a Dynamic
Motion theater, the world's first
permanent IMAX MAGIC CARPET
theater (one IMAX screen in front
of the audience and one below),
and many more high-tech formats,
including 35mml70mm 3-D at Le
Cinema en Relief. (This park would
be the perfect home for the world's
first permanent IMAX SOLIDO
theater.)
But what is Futuroscope? It can
best be described as a theme park
which explores images. Major
communication and science facilities, including a huge teleport, are
located on the premises along with
a French high school/university
for students who wish to master
the techniques of data processing.
Although Futuroscope is geared to
education, visitors will still have
lots of fun. Everyone will enjoy
the many novel forms of communication technology. All the films
have an educational component,
but are geared to stimulate the
mind in an entertaining way.
3-0 Safari, which cost about $1.1
million (U.S.) is one of the few

A zebra carcass in the Chyulu Hills of Kenya, where much of 3-D Safari was filmed. (Stereo by
Noel Archambault.)

films that was produced especially
for the park. Presently, most of the
films are pickups from recent
world expositions and from other
science centers around the world.
Sea Dreams had been presented in
the 3-D theater until this past
spring when 3-0 Safari opened.
For this film Archambault wears
two hats, one as stereographer, the
other as director of photography.
It's his first time at the helm as
director of photography, a position
that gave him personal satisfaction. "In future films, I would like
to move away from the technical
aspects of film-making as a stereographer and concentrate on the
esthetics of film-making as a director of photography. Both positions

do give you complete control, but
it's the use of the medium that's of
primary interest to me right now."
For 3-0Safari, Archambault counted on the support of Cam North,
his first camera assistant, to perform many of the functions that
he himself used to do. "I hope to
train more and more people in 3-D
if tke medium is ever going to
grow," says Archambault. Another
Canadian who assisted Archambault was gaffer David Moxness.
Safari was shot using Panaflex
35mm cameras and the same type
of Stereocam rig that was used in
Shooting Star. It was filmed in fullframe Super 35mm without a
soundtrack (the sound is on a separate 8-track tape). Archambault

Japan.They are journey Into the Fourth Dimension at the
Time Machine of Dreams Theater in Sanrio Puroland in

admits that the 35mm film was a
learning experience in tailoring it
.for a smaller format after being
involved with so many big-scteen
IMAX films. "IMAX 3-D is still the
best format, but there is a place for
small formats. If you don't have a
huge theater, 35mm 3-D is the ideal choice. There are a lot of 3-D
theaters around the world right
now and many of them are only
equipped to show smaller formats."
The 20-minute film tells the story of a young Parisian boy whose
parents send him on a one-week
trip to a wilderness ranch in
Kenya. The boy seems indifferent
about the trip itself but does
express interest in seeing lions and
being close to them. Director1
writer Marc Sator takes the viewers
on a spectacular safari that is
fraught with danger. We watch the
boy learn to appreciate and respect
the animal world, and eventually
see his dream realized. The relatively simple story is skillfully
shaped by Sator with a series of
visually dramatic vignettes and
minimum dialog. (The film is
being shown in French, but an
English language version has been
prepared for distribution in other
markets.)
Other then having location
work postponed two months by
the rainy season in Africa, filming
progressed smoothly and quickly
for a project of this scope. Filming
started in January of 1992 and lasted for over a month. Studio shots

, ,
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The 3-DSafari StereoCam rig with its paired 35mm movie cameras resting like some
strange beast on the savanna, Masai Mara, Kenya. (Photo by Cam North.)

and lab work were done in Paris.
The film was completed on schedule for its May opening.
This was the first 3-D film for
director Sator, producer Patrick
Besenval and Bakelite Productions.
Sator and Besenval worked together on Un Tour de France, a 360degree CircoRama presentation
currently being shown at Futuroscope. Another CircoRama collaboration, Andalusia, premiered at
Expo 92 in Seville.
Le Cinema en Relief, where 3-0
Safari is shown, has about 500

A wart hog in Kenya.
Aflcan landscape o@ !d the 35mm 3-0cameras an opportunity to
film animals in their nu ral habitat. A hot air R lloon sequence includes a breathtaking ride
over jungles and plains with a thrilling silent desc mt into the midst of a variety of surprised
animals. (Stereo by Noel Archambault.)
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seats. The screen is 36 x 27 feet,
and screen-to-projector distance is
about 90 feet. The front row is
about 33 feet from the screen and
the middle row is about 64 feet
back.
Futuroscope opened in 1987. It
is primarily funded by the French
government, with additional s u p
port from other European countries, the Poitiers region and the
private sector. This article wouldn't
be complete unless we mentioned
the audacious architectural designs
of the pavilions and buildings that
house the exhibits and films. Giant
spheres, multi-bladed structures
and a giant quartz crystal (the
IMAX theater) are among the spectacular visual treats.
The facility is located between
Paris and Lyon and to the west of
both cities. The Roman art found
in the area, including innumerable
historical and archeological treasures are "musts" for sightseers.
Poitiers is a 90-minute ride by TGV
(Very Rapid Train) from Paris and
only a 10-minute drive from Biard
Airport. It is open from March
through November.
For information write to:
FUTUROSCOPE, 45, rue de Bellechasse, 75007 Paris, France. Telephone: (1)47.53.86.27. Fax: (1)
47.53.72.40. m

A LISTING
OF COMING
EVENTS
October 23-25

'

(OH)

The Daguerreian Society's 4th Annual Symposium on the art, history and science of the
Daguerreotype, Ohio State University, Columbus, OH. Lectures, trade fair, exhibits, banquet.
Contact Professor Clyde Dilley, Department of
Photography, Ohio State University, 156 W.
19th Ave., Columbus, OH 43210.

October 24

fix)

NSA SOUTH CENTRAL REGION FALL MEETING. 10 am to 3 Dm. Convention Center, 1300
Geo Bush Dr., college Station, TX. Contact
Carroll Bell, Box 9162, College Station, TX
77842. Call 409-693-7004days.

October 24-25

(CAI

Western PhotographicCollectors Association
24th Fall Trade Show & Exhibitiionof Photographica, Pasadena Center, 300 E. Green St.,
Pasadena, CA. Contact WPCA, PO Box 4294,
Whittier, CA 90607. Call 31 0-693-8421.

October 25

(CAI

Culver City Camera Show & Sale, Vetrans
Memorial Auditorium, Culver City, CA. Contact
Anton at Bargain Camera Shows, PO Box
5352. Santa monica, CA 90409. Call 310-3969463.

October 31

(MD)

Washington D.C. Photorama USA Camera
Show & Sale, Holiday Inn, Lanham, MD. Contact Photorama USA, 20219 Mack Ave..
Grow Pointe Woods, MI 48236. Call 313884-2242.

October 31- November 1 (MA)

-

The Boston Show Photographica92.38th
show and sale sponsored by the Photographic
Historical Society of New England. Hillcrest
Exposition Center, 220 Bear Hill Rd., Waltham,
MA. Contact PHSNE, c/o Jack Naylor, Box 189,
West Newton, MA 02165. Call 617-731-6603.

November 1

(Ontario)

NSA CANADIAN REGION, FALL MEETING,
1:30to 430 pm at the home of Bob Dynes, 70
Galbraith D M , Stoney Creek, Ontario. Contact
Martin Bass, 519-472-1773.

November 1

(CAI

Pasadena Camera Show & Sale, Pasadena Elks
Lodge, 400 W. Colorado Blvd., Pasadena, C k
Contact Anton at Bargain Camera Shows, PO
Box 5352. Santa monica, CA 90409. Call 310396-9463.

November 3-5

(Quebec)

The 1992 InternationalConference on Three
Dimensional Media Technology (3Dmt) will
take place at Le Centre Sheraton Hotel in Montreal, Canada. Conference topics will include
3-D Film and Video systems, Stereoscopic
Computer Graphics, Virtual Reality, Holography, 3-D MUM-Media, and 3-D Theory and
Research. Exhibits, demonstrations and previews of 3-0 med& systems will occur over all
three days of the conference. Contact
3Dmt'92,7141 Sherbrooke St. West, Montreal, Quebec H4B lR6, Canada. Phone: 514-8482539. Fax: 514-848-3492.

November 7

(WI)

November 8

Quebec

November 8

(IL)

Milwaukee Camera Show & Sale, Holiday InnAirport, Milwaukee, WI. Contact Bill Moritz,
815-886-0101 or Fantastic Photo Flea Market,
20219 Mack Ave., G r o w Pointe Woods, MI
48236. Call 313-884-2242.
9th Photographic Flea Market, Holiday Inn
Montreal Pointe Claire, Pointe Claire, Quebec.
Contact Robert Tuccl, 1062 Chemin des Vieux
Moulins, CAcadie, Quebec JOJ 1HO. Call 514346-9614.

Chicago Fantastic Camera Show, Westin Hotel
O'Hare, 6100 River Road, Rosemont, IL. Contact Bill Moritz, 815-886-0101 or Fantastic
Photo Flea Market, 20219 Mack Ave., Grosse
Pointe Woods, MI 48236. Call 313-884-2242.

November 8

@?I)

Second Sunday Camera Show, Firemans Hall,
Parish Drive, Wayne, NJ. Contact Second Sunday Camera Show, 25 Leary Ave., Bloomingdale, NJ 07403. Call 201-838-4301.

November 8

(Az)

Tucson Arizona Camera Show, Shrine Temple,
450 S. Tucson BM., Tucson, AZ Contact Photographic Collectors of Tucson, Box 18646,
Tucson, AZ 85731. Call 602-721-0478.

November 14

(MI)

November 15

(MI)

November 15

(CAI

Grand Rapids Camera & Computer Show &
Sale, Disabled American Vetrans Hall, 4809
Eastern Ave. SE, Kentwood, MI. Contact Photorama USA, 20219 Mack Ave., Grosse Pointe
Woods, MI 48236. Call 313-884-2242.
Detroit Super Used Camera Show, Northfield
Hilton, Troy, MI. Contact Photorama USA,
20219 Mack Ave., Grosse Pointe Woods, MI
48236. Call 31 3-884-2242.

Buena Park Camera Swap Meet, Sequoia Club,
7530 Orangethorpe Ave., Buena park, CA. Call
714-786-6644or 786-8183.

November 21

November 22

(CAI

November 22

(CAI

November 22

(IL)

December 5

(AL)

December 6

(CAI

January 3

(OH)

3rd Marin Camera Show & Sale, Holiday Inn,
1010 Northgate Dr., San Rafael, CA. Contact
Carney & Co., 231 Market Place, Ste. 379, San
Ramon, CA 94583. Call 510-828-1797.
Long Beach Camera Show & Sale, "round
toewr" Holiday Inn, 2640 Lakewood Blvd.,
Long Beach, CA. Contact Anton at Bargain
Camera Shows, PO Box 5352. Santa monica,
CA 90409. Call 310-396-9463.

Chicagoland's Camera & Photo Show, Holiday
Inn, Itaska, IL. Contact Chicagoland, Box 761,
Grayslake. IL 60030.Call 708-223-5190.

Birmingham Fantastic Photo Flea Market, Fort
alter 2. Hanna Armory, Birmingham, AL. Fantastic Photo Flea Market. 20219 Mack Ave..
G r o w Pointe Woods, MI48236. Call 313-.
884-2242.

Hayward Camera Show & Sale, Centennial
Hall, 22292 Foothill Blvd., Hayward, CA. Contact Carney & Co., 231 Market Place, Ste. 379,
San Ramon, CA 94583. Call 510-826-1797.
The Columbus, Ohio Paper Fair, including
stereoviews, photos, postcards, posters, etc.,
Veterans Memorial Convention Center, 300
West Broad St., Columbus, OH. Contact
Columbus Productions, 3280 Rivenide Dr.,
Suite 18, Columbus, OH 43221. Call 614-4597469.

(CAI

JYsA%IitL
mEmNG (HELP PLAN THE
1993 NSA NATIONAL CONVENTION) Town &
Country Resort, San Diego (Mission Valley)
CA. 12 Noon to 4 pm. Formulate committees
for NSA Convention organizing. Informal
show-and-tell, swap and talk Contact Ken
Wright, 619-544-8558days, 262-2940
B
V
B
S
m
.

(CAI

Oxnard Camera Show & Sale, Oxnard Community Center, Oxnard, CA. Contact Anton at Bargain Camera Shows, PO Box 5352. Santa
monica, CA 90409. Call 310-396-9463.

November 21

(=I

November 22

(MA)

Kansas City Camera Show & Sale, Howard
Johnson Lodge, Lenexa, KS. Contact Photorama USA, 20219 Mack Ave., Grosse Pointe
Woods, MI 48236. Call 313-884-2242.

NSA NEW ENGLAND REGION FALL MEETING.
~emot%l Library, Oak St. at Edgell Rd.,
ingham, MA, 1230 pm. Mini trade fair, show
& tell, auction, stereo projection program and
workshop. Featured presentation is The Valley
of Long Ago by Paul milligan, a stereo essay
on the Canyon de Chelly in northeastern Arizona. Contact David Berenson, 32 Colwell
Ave., Brighton, MA 02135. Call 617-254-1565
eves.

ram:

Upcoming
National
NSA
Conventions
1993 (New Date)
San Diego, CA
Aug. 6-8
1994
Milwaukee, WI June 17-19

For Sale

For Sale

Wanted

3-0 CATALOG. Super rare, ultra-cool anaglyphic
posters created by award-winning Apartment
3-D. Unlike anything you've seen! $1.00 for 12
page catalog. Apartment 3-D, 1009 S. Berry
Rd., St. Louis, MO 63122.

REALIST F3.5 CAMERA with case, Mint reconditioned by Zak, $210. Revere 33 camera with
case, sunshades, skylights, Mint reconditioned
by Jess Powell, $180. TDC Binocular viewer,
Mint, $60. Jon (617) 332-5460.

CENTRAL PARK, NY - Prospect Park, Brooklyn:
All stereo views, photos, 1850-1930. Herbert
Mitchell, 601 W. 113th St., Apt. 8-H, New York,
NY 10025, (212) 932-8667.

3-ll VIEW-MASTER REELS: 70 titles to choose
from. Bible characters, National Parks, Foreign
Countries, Wild Animals & more. Some custom
made selections. Christian & Scenic Pub.. R. 8,
Dept SW, Bloomfield, IA 52537.

STEREOS, BOOKS, CDVs, cased images, etc. Call
or write for free list of 'Photographic Items For
Sale". Regular bidders in my auction will receive
the list. Jeffrey Kraus, 1 Lauren Drive, Gardiner,
NY 12525, (914) 255-7913.

EARLY 1900s NUDES in 3-D! Nine quality reproduced Realist slides only $18. A fraction of the
cost of the originals! Famous 3-D Dreams
Bathing Beauties catalog is always free! 3-D
Dreams, Box 1441, Orem, UT 84059-1441.

THREE DIMENSIONAL NUDES, uncut, u-mount
to your format. 24 exposures, approximately 19
slides, $30. Sheer Fantasy Newsletter, sample
$50. $21. yearly sub., 12 issues. The Snap
Shoppe, 1871 SW 37th Terrace, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33312.

ED ROMNEY'S well known Stereo Realist repair
manual is still available for $18 plus $4 shipping. VlSA or MasterCard OK. Romney Photo,
Box 96S, Emlenton, PA 16373. (Keep this
address, we seldom advertise!)
HOLOGRAMS by internationallyrecognizedartist.
These beautiful, large (12" x 16") art works are
visible in sunlight or halogen, perfect for display. Incredible stereoscopy and good investment. Prices from $850. For details, please call
Bruce Evans (519) 538-1 102.
ILLOCA I, 2nd version European format (7 perf)
stereo camera in near mint condition with case
$300. Cleaned. lubricated in June. 1992. J.S:
Halt* l7I6
St.* Little
AR
72206, (501) 372-4361.
JOHN WALDSMITH~S'Stereo Views, ~n 1llustrated History and Price Guide" available signed
from the author, $22.95 softbound or $34.95
hardbound, add $2.95 postage and handling.
Mastercard and VISA accepted. John Waldsmith, PO Box 191, Sycamore, OH 44882.
LIGHTED stereo slide viewer: $35. f13.5, 11200
lens, shutter plate for Revere or Wollensak: $45.
Wood trays for stereo slides: $5 each. 50 LA or
Cal. Realist slides: $35, excellent. Art Faner,
XI 01,1961 Center, Salem, OR 97301.
LOST IN SPACE View-Master 3-rwl packetl reels
am mint-, booklet missing, tear in outer m e lope but no pieces missing, $35 postpaid. Over
100 Sawyer's single View-Master reels, most
hand lettered, SASE for new list of reels and 3-D
equipment. Mark Willke, 200 SW 89th Ave.,
Portland, OR 97225. (503) 297-7653.
NIMSLO ACCESSORY LENSES: Close-up & infinity focus - from StereoType, PO Box 1637, Florence, OR 97439. Price including postage: $19
USAICanada. Overseas add $2 surface, $4 air.
Q-VU PRINT MOUNTS simplify mounting stereo
views. Sample kit $5, includes mounted view.
Black, gray or rainbow 5371100 ppd. Also,
Kinglnn 2% x 2% viewers and mounts. Q-VU,
817 East 8th, Holtville, CA 92250.

VIEW-MASTER blister and old style scenics,
nature, Disney and children's packets. 40 page
catalog containing information about ViewMaster Collector's Association. Worldwide
Slides, Dept. SW, 7427 Washbum, Minneapolis,
MN 55423.
VIEW-MASTER VIEWERS: Model B in box, EX.
$25., Model C, light att. in box, Ex. $20., Model
C ligM att. with trans., Ex. $30., Model F in box,
Ex. $20. Frank Mayer, 30 Kenville Rd. (869),
Buffalo, NY 14215.

SIEREO WORLD July/Augwt 1992

COLORADO STEREO VIEWS, cabinets, CDVs,
large photographs, real photo postcards, glass
negatives, albims, books with real photos as
illustrations. Specialties: Locomotives, trains,
towns, street scenes, mining, occupational &
expeditions. David S. Digerness, 4953 Perry St.,
Denver, CO 80212-2630.
CONTURA STEREO CAMERA or pre-1900 bellows stereo cameras. Dave Gorski, 244 Cutler
St., Waukesha, WI. 53186 or eves. (414) 5423069.EDMUND L. WILSON, Photographs in all
formats. Also issues of Philadelphia Photoprapher, any publication with Wilson as author or
editor. B~~ or trade. James Jensen, 1320
N ~E ~ ~~IL 60201.
~~ ,
~
~
FLORIDA STEREOS of historical value, especially
Tallahassee, Tampa and Gainesville. Price and
describe or send on approval, highest prices
paid for pre-1890 views. No St.Augustine. Hendriksen, PO BOX 21153, Kennedy Space center,
FL 32815.

~

Trade
I
AUSTRALIAN VIEWS and vintage 3-D comics
wanted trade for U.S. views (Or cash)' Wide
range available. All letters answered. Warren
Smythe, 258 Cumberland Rd., Auburn, NSW
2144 Australia.

I

B R l l l AND HELLER. Any images by Peter Britt
or Louis Heller. Mautz, PO Box 9, Brownsville,
CA 95919.
CENTRAL PACIFIC RAILROAD stereographs (also
Union Pacific): Alfred A. Hart, C.E. WatkinS, A.J.
Russell, Houseworth, Savage, Muybridge,
Pond, Reilly & others. Dr. James Winter, 15145
Mulholland Drive, Los Angeles, CA 90077,
(818) 784-0619, Fax (818) 784-1039.

As part of their membership, NSA membe,
are offered free use of classified advertisin)
Members may use 100 words per year, div
ed into three ads with a maximum of 35
words per ad.Additional words and additional ads may be inserted at the rate of 2
per word. Please include payments with ac
We cannot provide billings. Deadline is th
first day of the month precedingprtblicatic
date. Send a h to the National Stereoscopi
Association, P.O.Box 14801, Colrimbus,
OH 43214, or call (419) 927, 2930. A ra,
sheet for display ads is available uporr

.
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COLLECT, TRADE, BUY & SELL: 19th Century
images (Cased, stereo, Cdv, Cabinet & large
paper). Bill Lee, 8658 S. Gladiator Way, Sandy,
UT 84094. Specialties: Western, Locomotives,
photographers, Indians, Mining, J. Carbutt,
Expeditions, Ships, Utah & Occupational.

,..

FOR COPYING: Miners' Bank, Pottsville, PA.,
1860s-1870s views. Herbert Mitchell, 601 W.
113th St., Apt. 8-H, New York, NY 10025, (212)
932-8667.
HANOVER. PA stereo views. Any views by P.S.
and H.E. Weaver or C.J. Tyson of Gettysburg.
John Richter, 34 South St., Hanover, PA 17331,
(717) 637-7154.
I BUY ARIZONA PHOTOGRAPHS! Stereo views,
cabinet cards, mounted photographs, RP post
cards, albums and photographs taken before
1920. Also interested in xeroxes of Arizona
stereographs and photos for research. Will pay
postage and copy costs. Jeremy Rowe, 2331 E.
Del Rio Dr., Tempe, AZ 85282.
ILLINOIS AND MISSOURI views of street scenes
and identified public buildings wanted to buy or
trade. Can use most Illinois views except Chicago. Philip Germann, Box 195, Quincy, IL 62306.
ILOCA 35MM STEREO VIEWER, preferred or other good 7 sprocket, any reasonable condition.
Wally Ford, RD2 Box 16, Millbrook, NY 12545,
(914) 677-3003.
LOGGING AND TREES, especially Jenny's Michigan Pinery views. Also views of sawmills, logging locomotives, tools and equipment, lumberjacks, big trees, unusual trees, stump pullers,
bonsai. Dennis Worst, 3409 Scenic Drive, North
Muskegon, MI 49445, (616) 766-2711.

Wanted

I I

MILWAUKEE, WISC. stereo views from any photographer, also regular images, dags, tins or
whatever of Milw. street scenes. Dave Gorski,
244 Cutler St., Waukesha, WI. 53186.FAX (414)
542-9730or call eves. (414)542-3069.
MOVIE "COMING ATTRACTION" &LASS SLIDES
wanted. Send film titles and condition to:
Dwight Cleveland, POB 10922,Chicago, IL

60610-0922;(312)266-9152.
MUYBRIDGE VIEWS. Top prices paid. Also
Michigan and Mining - the 3 Ms. Many views
available for trade. Leonard Walle, 60 Pinto
Lane, Novato, CA 94947.
NJ* and Ocean
Camp
OCEAN
Meeting stereo views, by G.W. Pach, Stauffer,
Hill, Anthony. Also, any Ocean Grove souvenirs
& memorabilia. Jim Lindemuth, 94 Mt. Carmel
Way, Ocean Grove, NJ 07756,(908)755-0035.

REALIST CUSTOM or Belplasca. Dennis Selwa,

(619)274-6431.
SHAKER
All
Please
send
Xerox COPY with Price to: Richard Brooker, 16
Fishkill Ave., Cold Spring, NY 10516.

Wanted

STEREO DAGUERREOTYPES: All kinds, all
nations & subjects. Any condition. Ken Appollo,
PO Box 241, Rhinecliff, NY 12574,(914)876-

5232.
STEREO VIEWS OF BRITAIN in the following categories: Country houses, occupationals, amateur views, views of famous people and events,
and views made anywhere in Leicestershire
(including the Anthony group). Contact Tom
Rogers, 11 11 12th Street, Huntsville, TX 77340.
ULYSSES S. GRANT photographs, any format.
Doesn't matter if prominent or in background.
Please send Xerox copy with price. I am
researching all known photographs. Do you
have any? Jim Bultema, 1634 El Verano, Thoud, ,
Oaks, CA 91362,(805)497-8381.
VIEWS FROM ANY OF THE RAUMBILD-VERLAG
series, especially the military issues. Also older
V-M reels, not cartoons. Send lists. Vance, 5513
H~ 73+, concord,N~ 28025.
WEST VIRGINIA stereo views. Views by Anderson, Bishop Bros., W. Chase, Kilburn, Kirk &
McGarry among others. Send photocopies and
price. Tom Prall, Rt. 3, Box 146,Apt. 6, Buckhannon, WV 26201.m

HASSLE-FREE 3-D

I

WITH THE TECO-NIMSLO
CAMERA AND SVIEWER

Use the lightweight auto-exposure
camera to make:
36 Slide pairs
Close-ups at 3 distances
Lenticular Prints
Use the Universal viewer to display:
Realist rollfilm
NimsloMishika rolls
Mounted s l i pairs
PRICES:
New camera ......................$145
Your Nimslo modified...........$63
Close-up attachments
6",12",30" dist's (ea) ......$29
Illuminatedcutter .................$18
Eveready case.................. .. $12
Teco 3-Viewer......................$87

.

-dd $3 shipping per order.
Calif. residents add 7Y4% sales tax.

I

1

MFD. BY:
TECHNICALENTERPRISES
1401 Bonnie Doorw,
Corona Del Mar, CA 92625
Td. 714-644-9500

11318 Ericston Dr.
Houston, TX 77070

"Homed GrebeaJA.Hurst First Series, No. 16. A view typical of the well designed settings, sharp photography, and careful tinting found in Hursrs work. The story of this taxidennist/stmographer is told in Stuffed & llnted, the feature by Del Phillips on page 24.

